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ABSTRACT
Isentropic Efficiency and Theoretical Analysis of the Planetary Rotor Type Expander

by

Joseph L. James, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2019

Major Professor: Dr. Geordie Richards
Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Expanders allow pressurized fluids to undergo a pressure reduction in a controlled
volume to extract fluid energy. The energy is converted to mechanical work used to drive a
generator. This thesis derives the isentropic efficiency of a planetary rotor expander (PRE), a
century-old design undeveloped due to insufficient manufacturing capabilities (until recently).
The PRE is advantageous in industrial applications where high pressures, large and mixed flows,
and aggressive media is used. The PRE’s design is intrinsically self-cleaning making it ideal for
flows that leave deposits or ice during operation. These conditions are commonly found in the oil
and gas, chemical, energy, and municipal markets, where it is difficult to implement a traditional
volumetric expander such as a twin screw or scroll design. This thesis develops a theoretical
model to compute the isentropic efficiency of the PRE as a function of its design variables for
specific applications in these harsh environments. The independent design variables are the
PRE rotor height, machine radius, rotor tip radius, and machine rotational frequency. A
geometric analysis is completed to model the cavity mass flowrate, and leakage flowrate, in
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order to calculate the PRE’s isentropic efficiency. Calculations are performed using real gas
analysis, which requires a multi-level iterative solver approach. In addition to modeling the
PRE’s efficiencies for different rotor sizes and speed, this thesis identifies design specifications
capable of maximizing isentropic efficiency. The thesis presents two primary applications in
industry where the calculation methods are different. The first application has a target power
objective where the user seeks to match a required electrical load provided by the expander. For
this application, the solution can be analytically solved, and we show that the optimal
efficiency is achieved by minimizing the PRE mass flowrate. The second application is total
energy recovery, where the user seeks to maximize power output of a flow while maintaining a
mass flowrate driven by the flow requirements. The energy recovery application gives a mass
flowrate as a constraint and cannot be solved analytically. An objective solver is developed along
with the real gas iterative solver to converge to an optimized machine size and rotational speed.

(147 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Isentropic Efficiency and Theoretical Analysis of the Planetary Rotor Type Expander

Joseph L. James

Expanders allow pressurized fluids to undergo a pressure decrease in a controlled
environment via volumetric growth to extract fluid energy. There are many types of expanders,
and the objective of this thesis is to model the efficiencies of the planetary rotor expander (PRE),
a century-old design undeveloped due to insufficient manufacturing capabilities (until recently).
Geometric relationships are derived and mathematical models are generated to determine the
efficiency of the PRE as a function of design variables. Two industrially relevant case studies
show that, to maximize isentropic efficiency, the planetary rotor expander (PRE) rotational
frequency is maximized and rotor geometry optimized.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1

DESCRIPTION OF EXPANDERS AND THE PRE
This thesis presents a theoretical isentropic efficiency analysis of the planetary rotor

expander (PRE). It discusses the effects of rotor size and rotor speed on three different system
states and determines system isentropic efficiency. The models also provide the optimization
process for design towards specific applications. First, it is important to understand the general
workings of expanders.
An expander is a mechanical device that reduces fluid pressure in a controlled
environment to extract fluid energy. Pneumatic and hydraulic pressurized fluids contain energy
typically used to transport energy or the fluid itself from one location to another. When an
industrial process requires, fluid pressure is reduced by either a throttling valve or expander.
Using a throttle valve is an isenthalpic process where fluid energy is not used [1]. This increases
entropy and thus wastes energy. Throttling the pressure through an expander captures energy
from the fluid increasing overall system efficiency. This is preferred as the desired exhaust
pressure is still reached but converts energy from the pressure drop to available mechanical
work. The dependent variable introduced when using an expander is downstream temperature,
which will decrease as the expander extracts fluid energy from the flow.
A common example where an expander might be of use is a typical natural gas (NG)
“wellhead to customer” process. Many pressure drops exist within the process where an
expander can recover a percentage of the energy which would typically be wasted. The end of
the process before the NG arrives to the customer is the city gate station (see Figure 1). These
pressure drops have the potential to generate 100 to 500 kW of power [2], each enough to power
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approximately 360 homes. Note that this is just an example of many types of industrial pressure
drops that occur.

Large pressure drops
suited for an expander

Figure 1: Natural Gas Process [2]

Expanders have two possible primary roles that depend on the application. First, the
pressure reduction can be used to drive machinery via the available shaft power produced by an
enthalpy reduction of the flow (i.e. electric generator, heater). Second, expanders can reduce the
fluid’s exhaust temperature lower than what the Joule-Thompson effect would supply. This is
advantageous for industries requiring colder temperatures like refrigeration equipment or gas
liquefaction of raw wellhead gas in the oil industry. Both roles seek to maximize the change in
enthalpy but provide different by-products for the primary function. One application needs shaft
power from a pressure let down of which the by-product is a colder downstream temperature,
and the other needs a colder downstream temperature of which the by-product is shaft power. It
is important to note that an expander does not need to be coupled to a generator, but some source
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of resistance is needed for the enthalpy change to occur. An oil break, resistive gear box, or fan
could be used as well.
Different types of expanders exist for various applications and are typically referred to as
turbo-expanders. They can be separated into two major groups; turbines and volumetric
expanders. Figure 2 shows the family tree of typical turbo-expanders. Many applications exist
where the proper expander needs to be specified. No expander is suited for all applications [3].
Note that the PRE, if included in the family tree, would reside with the volumetric expanders.

PRE expanders

Figure 2: Turbo-expander types, adapted from [3]

Each expander type has its benefits and limitations. Turbines are generally the most
efficient but require controlled conditions such as closed systems or clean working fluids. Also,
the cost of turbines starts to become economically unviable under 500 kW [2]. A scroll and twin
screw for example are low cost to manufacture and a proven design. However, due to their
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geometry they have a maximum working pressure of 400-600 psi [4]. They are also prone to
seizing if the fluid is not relatively clean. Reciprocating expanders can handle high pressures and
flows, but malfunction when liquids are present in the process fluid [4].
The PRE expander falls under the volumetric expanders group and allows for expander
use in industrial applications which requires a robust machine. Potentially, the PRE can handle
pressure up to 2000+ psi, flows 10+ MMSCFD, mixed flows, and economical to manufacture for
the intended use in industrial applications. Processing the fluid on the inside of the rotors allows
for a robust rotor design to combat cyclic failure, one of the primary failure modes for expanders
[5]. The PRE also has a self-cleaning behavior as each rotor sweeps past the adjacent rotor (each
rotor spins the same direction) removing build up or debris.
This thesis analyzes system isentropic efficiency of the PRE, which has not been formally
and publicly documented to date, in contrast to other type of expanders [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The PRE
is a positive displacement expander with a one-to-one ratio, or with the installation of a metering
valve can process a range of ratios determined solely on the timing of the valve. Note that this
thesis does not consider the implementation of a metering valve (operation similar to a roots
blower) to simplify the efficiency derivation. The mathematical models presented in this thesis
should be proven out empirically, and after this is accomplished, one could apply a metering
valve to achieve higher pressure ratios.
Rotors of the PRE (3 or 4 rotor configuration) are designed with a helical twist that
meshes with an adjoining rotor when assembled together. The rotors turn the same direction, and
as they do, a cavity inside the rotor mesh will grow and shrink through the rotation of the rotors.
This passes a “packet” of fluid during operation, reducing its pressure and extracting energy.
Figure 3 shows the geometry of the packet.
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Figure 3 also shows a conceptual PRE design with a 4-rotor configuration and transparent
containment vessel. The fluid enters through the top flange to be processed by the rotors. After
fluid energy has been extracted from the fluid, it exhausts through the back side of the rotors an
through the rotor windows out the bottom flange. All four rotors turn the drive assembly, and the
drive assembly tranfers the power from the 4 rotors to a single ouput shaft coupled to a resistance
device (i.e. generator via magnetic coupler).
During operation, the inlet of the rotors is always open to the gas source maintaining a
constant cavity pressure. After turning half a cycle, the inlet starts to close. At the end of the
cycle, the cavity completely encloses the fluid in the cavity. The rotors then open on the backside
exhausting the fluid. As the leading packet of fluid is being exhausted, the following packet is
entering on the front end creating two power cycles per rotor revolution.
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PRE Cavity Volume Geometry

Figure 3: Packaged 4-rotor configured PRE design and cavity volume
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1.2

HISTORY OF THE PRE
The PRE was first patented in 1902 by Thomas S. Colbourne (patent US710756A). His

design consisted of 4 straight rotors and were linked using timing gears. In 1946, Rudolf D.
Delamere designed a helical rotor and also conceived a 3 rotor configuration (patent
DE102014001954A1). The 3 rotor PRE has a smaller cavity but larger rotors for the same
machine envelope which is ideal for high pressure (2000 psi +) and low flows (larger rotor
diameter for strength equals smaller cavity). Many patents were filed in the 20th century
employing different configurations of the PRE including making it into an internal combustion
engine, matrix array configuration, and multiple cavity rotors (see Figure 4). No prototype PRE
has been reported to have been built until 2013 when a company called Helidyne constructed
several 4-rotor PREs and tested them using various fluids. A preliminary analysis was performed
by Jack Kerlin, co-founder of Helidyne, from 2008-2013 using ideal fluid computations. It is
important to note that this thesis would not be possible without the groundwork laid by Helidyne.
The cavity volume equation, rotor gap area, and preliminary rotor profile relationships were built
by the Helidyne team. This thesis continues that analysis of the PRE by investigating results
using real fluids computations, implementing true choked flow parameters (stagnation pressure
analysis), deriving the core leakage equations, combining multiple process stages for total system
efficiency computations, and finally optimizing isentropic efficiency from the derived equations.

Figure 4: Patent designs of different theoretical improvements to the PRE
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1.3

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATIONS
This thesis optimizes rotor geometry and rotation frequency to maximize system

efficiency, but system efficiency is dependent on the application which drives the selection of
rotor geometry. Two different application types will be the focus of the optimization process, and
case studies presented later (see chapter 3). These application types are paramount in analyzing
rotor and system efficiency as they will determine machine size and speed.
The first application will be known as an “Energy Recovery” application. This type of
system seeks to maximize power output of the expander by matching the mass flowrate required
by the source. There are three fluid states in this application’s system (see Figure 5 for a system
description). State 1 is the upstream source where the pressure and temperature are known. State
2 is the inlet directly into the PRE and is also considered the state inside the rotor cavity. The
changes from state 1 to state 2 are caused by the dynamic function of the PRE and upstream
components (most applications implementing a control valve). A pressure drop will naturally
occur in the piping network as the PRE operates and is dependent on plumbing geometry and
flowrate of the expander. In this application, it is desired to minimize any upstream pressure drop
as this increases state 2 fluid entropy and energy waste, but upstream expansion is expected
depending on the flowrate of the PRE. State 3 exhausts into the downstream piping network of
which the pressure is known. The temperature immediately downstream of the PRE is
determined by PRE efficiency and is one of the dependent fluid process variables.
An example of this application is a large natural gas (NG) distribution company seeking
to recover fluid energy from a letdown station. This is the case previously presented in section
1.1. High pressure networks (1000 psi+) are used to transport NG throughout the state. This
pressure must be reduced to approximately 45 psi before entering an industrial use network
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within a city. An Expander in place of a throttling valve would recover part of the energy used to
charge the main distribution network and would follow an Energy Recovery model. Flow rate
would be determined by the city’s NG consumption, and the expander’s size/speed would be
optimized to match.
A similar application would be for oil wells seeking to increase the natural gas liquids
(NGL) dropped out at the wellhead. Wellhead natural gas needs to remove the heavy
hydrocarbons (C2 through C10) before it can be used as commercial grade NG. Decreasing the
temperature changes the phase of the heavy constituents to a liquid mixture that can be separated
from the gaseous NG. The colder the fluid temperature, the higher percentage of NGL is dropped
out and less processing is needed later. A PRE in place of an expansion valve (which relies on
the Joule-Thomson effect) in the refrigeration cycle would reduce the fluid temperature further
with the byproduct being available shaft power. In this system, the PRE would be sized to match
the wellhead NG flowrate. Peak system efficiency would be characterized as minimizing fluid
power exiting the system and maximize PRE power output.

𝑤̇shaft

𝑤̇system

𝑤̇exhaust
Figure 5: Energy Recovery System
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𝑤̇shaft = 𝑤̇system − 𝑤̇exhaust

(1)

Where:
𝑤̇exhaust = power exiting the system
𝑤̇system = total available power (system power inlet, state 1)
𝑤̇shaft = PRE shaft power

The second application type will be called a “Target Power” application. This system is
designed to supply power dependent on a load requirement. There are three fluid states within
this system type (see Figure 6 for a system description). State 1 is the upstream source where the
upstream pressure and temperature are known. State 2 is the inlet directly into the PRE including
the PRE cavity. State 2 is controlled by a control valve in-between state 1 and 2. This control
valve regulates state 2’s pressure to control the output shaft power of the PRE. State 3 exhausts
into the downstream piping network of which the pressure is known. The temperature
immediately downstream of the PRE is determined by PRE efficiency and control valve pressure
drop.
An example of a Target Power application would be an offshore oil platform looking to
replace diesel power generation sets. Using the high and low pressure ocean floor piping network
previously installed (typically to run equipment and charged by an onshore turbine compressor),
the PRE would utilize high pressure gas and exhaust into the low pressure pipe network to
produce power. These platforms use a specific amount of power depending on which machines
are in use and the PRE must have a power output to match (controlled by the control valve).
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Maximum system efficiency for this application is characterized as minimizing the system mass
flowrate while maintaining the required shaft power output.

𝑤̇shaft

𝑤̇shaft
𝑤̇system

𝑤̇exhaust
Figure 6: Target Power System
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1.4

DERIVATION ASSUMPTIONS
This thesis isolates rotor geometry and rotor speed to provide a focused analysis of their

effects on PRE isentropic efficiency. This study ignores parasitic losses within the system since
they are either independent of rotor geometry and speed or have relatively negligible influence
when assessing rotor geometry and speed. This is not to say that they are negligible to the system
as these parasitic losses could consume a significant amount of power if not addressed. The
following is a list of systems that would potentially alter overall system efficiency. These items
are not included in this analysis, but their existence should be noted:
Ignored Parasitic Losses (for reference)
•

Bearing oil pressure pumps

•

Auxiliary/Power electronics

•

Generator efficiency

•

Transfer case efficiency

•

Instrumentation gas consumption

•

Magnetic coupler/ Drivetrain

•

Piping elevation change

•

Upstream Head loss

•

Bearing drag
System Assumptions/Declarations

•

Steady State (𝑚̇𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚̇𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑜𝑢𝑡 )

•

Adiabatic system (0 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑒𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 )

•

Fluid is non-compressible (𝑉 < 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ .3), except at leak points

•

Convergence to leak point throats is isentropic

•

Stagnation pressure and inside the cavity is assumed to equal the state 2 pressure.

•

All pressures are in absolute and all flows are actual (opposed to standard).
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EFFICIENCY DEFINITIONS
Mass efficiency will be defined as the cavity mass flowrate divided by total mass
flowrate. Cavity mass flowrate is determined by cavity volume and rate of rotation combined
with state 2 density. Total mass flowrate is the summation of cavity mass flowrate and cavity
leakage mass flow rate (see equation(2). Mass efficiency is calculated in the case studies
presented later, but is not needed to determine isentropic efficiency. It is simply noted to
demonstrate maximized mass efficiency will not yield maximized isentropic efficiency. Note that
leakage parameters are discussed in section 2.2,
Emass =

ṁ cav.net
ṁ cav.net
ρ2 ∙ V̇ cav.net
=
=
ṁ tot
ṁ cav.net +ṁ leak ρ2 ∙ V̇ cav.net + ρt ∙V̇ tot.leak

Where:
Emass = expander mass efficiency (or mass flowrate efficiency)
V̇tot.leak = total expander leakage
V̇cav.net = net rotor cavity flowrate
ρ2 = state 2 density
ρt =throat density at leakage points
ṁtot = total system mass flowrate
ṁ leak = total leakage mass flowrate

(2)
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System isentropic efficiency will be defined as the PRE shaft power (total expander
extracted power) divided by total available power flowing into the system (ideal isentropic fluid
power) [1],
Esystem =

ẇshaft
,
ẇsystem

ẇsystem = ṁtot (h1 − h3,Isentropic ),

(3)

(4)

where:
Esystem = system efficiency
h1 = state 1 specific enthalpy
h3,Isentropic = state 3 isentropic specific enthalpy
When assessing the two application types, equation(3 will change focus. In an energy
recovery application, the system power is constant and the PRE shaft power alters when
changing rotor geometry and speed. The opposite is true for a target power application where the
PRE shaft power is held constant and changing rotor geometry and speed alters the system
power. This difference in focus will drive a change in strategy when sizing a PRE for either
application. This will be shown in the case studies.
As mentioned, the PRE analyzed in this thesis contains no metering valve into the rotor
cavity. This allows a standard hydraulic power equation to be used to calculate shaft power using
cavity pressure (state 2) and PRE flowrate. This is of course not ideal when using a process fluid
in the gaseous state because expansive energy is not used in a hydraulic configuration. A
metering valve creating higher pressure ratios involves another thermodynamic analysis that is
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outside the scope of this thesis. When calculating shaft power of a one-to-one PRE, the following
equation will be used [1],
ẇshaft = V̇ cav.net ∙ (P2 − P3 ) ,

(5)

where:
𝑃2 = state 2 pressure
𝑃3 = state 3 pressure
Equation(5 will be used to solve equations(3 and(4 according to the application being
analyzed. For an energy recovery application, total mass flowrate ṁtot is known and used to
calculate state 2 pressure (and thus output power). However, this cannot be analytically solved
due to the coupled nature of mass flowrate and state 2 pressure. An objective based solver is used
to iterate the state 2 pressure until the total mass flowrate constraint is met. This is shown in the
case studies. Output power is then used to calculate isentropic efficiency Esystem (equation(3).
For a target power application, shaft power 𝑤̇shaft is known, and rotor geometry/rotor
speed will determine total mass flowrate ṁtot in equation(4. This can be analytically solved
because state 2 pressure is obtained directly from equation(5. Note that cavity volumetric
flowrate V̇ cav.net is calculated by the product of cavity volume (packet volume) and PRE
rotational speed. The final isentropic efficiency is calculated by using equations(3,(4, and(5
yielding
Esystem =

V̇ cav.net ∙ (P2 − P3 )
.
ṁtot (h1 − h3,Isentropic )

(6)
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II. ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY DERIVATION
The root of this thesis is a geometric analysis and optimization of the rotors so PRE
performance can be predicted. The first task will be to map the rotor’s geometry and derive
geometric relationships. This reduces the geometric independent variables to three linear
dimensions from which the entire rotor can be geometrically described.
After the rotors can be mathematically described, volumetric and mass flowrates are
derived. This is completed by identifying all leak sources within the rotor mesh. After all leak
flowrates have been identified, leak location densities are calculated to yield the mass flowrate at
the leak points (using compressible flow analysis). The rotor cavity volume, density at state 2,
and PRE rotational frequency yields the cavity mass flowrate. These two mass flowrates yield
the total mass flowrate.
After the flowrates have been derived, several case studies are presented. These case
studies use the derived isentropic efficiency equation to optimize PRE rotor size and speed in
various scenarios. The system states 1 through 3 illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6 will be the
systems used in these case studies and figures used for reference.
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2.1

ROTOR GEOMETRY
A PRE rotor is constructed by taking the cross sectional rotor profile and helically

extruding the profile through its height. There are three primary, independent variables from
which all other rotor geometries are derived, which are machine radius E, tip radius R1, and rotor
height H. Machine radius E represents the distance from the assembled machine centroid to
outermost rotor tip but is also used as the basis for PRE radial size and an independent variable
for all PRE geometry. Tip radius R1 is simply the radius of the rotor tip but affects rotor
performance and strength. Rotor height H is as its description implies, the face to face distance of
each rotor.
The PRE rotor profile is created by intersecting two circles each with a girth radius R2.
The “lens” profile is created by rounding the tips with a tip radius R1 and 90 degree arc. Both
circles with radii R1 and R2 are centered on a circle with center radius S (equally spaced, 90
degree interval), which itself is centered on the profile centroid. These three constraints fully
define S, requiring only R1 and R2 to be known to generate the rotor profile. Note that girth
radius R2 is a function of tip radius R1 and machine radius E (see Figure 7). After the rotor
profile has been generated, it’s then helically extruded through rotor height H. The pitch of a
standard PRE rotor is equal to 0.5 revolutions per rotor height H.
Again, the rotor geometry uniquely processes the high pressure fluid on the inside of the
rotors instead of outside like a conventional twin screw. This allows the rotors to flex without
seizing in high pressure applications. The geometric relationships create continuous tangency
from rotor to rotor maintaining a closed internal cavity volume as the rotors turn. This coupled
with the rotors having the same direction of spin, creates relative motion rotor to rotor in close
proximity. This allows the rotors to be self-cleaning against deposits and ice.
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More variables identified with their specific uses are listed in equations(7 to(15. Figure 7
shows the rotor profile generation. Figure 8 shows a summary of the rotor’s profile dimensions
and assembled dimensions. Note these dimensions and this thesis only discuss a 2 lobed, 4 rotor
PRE. Dimensions for a 3 lobed 3 rotor PRE are excluded.

𝑅1
𝑅2
𝑆

Figure 7: Rotor Profile
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Figure 8: Rotor Dimensions
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Machine Radius

E = Independent Variable

Selected by user

Tip Radius

R1 = Independent Variable

Selected by user

Rotor Height

H = Independent Variable

Selected by user

Girth Radius
Used to generate rotor profile

Nose Length
Used for radial load area, see appendices

Waist Length
Used for radial load area, see appendices

Machine Center to Rotor Center Radius

R 2 = L − R1 =

R 3 = S + R1 =

R4 = R2 − S =

R5 =

Center radius for 4 rotors equally spaced and
assembled together

R1 Junction Width

L
ξ2

=

E − R1

(7)

ξ2
E − R1 (ξ2 − 1)
2
E(ξ2 − 1) + R1
2

(8)

(9)

(10)

E + R1 (ξ2 − 1)
2

(11)

J1 = ξ2R1 = R1 ξ2

Used for radial load area, see appendices

R1 Junction Length
Used for radial load area, see appendices

Rotor Center to Center length
Assembled rotor to rotor center distance,
used to locate rotors and flowrate derivations

R2 and R1 center radius
Used to generate rotor profile

Rotor Diameter
Used for all flowrate derivations

J2 = 2 (S +

L=

R1

(12)

) = E − R1
ξ2

E + R1 (ξ2 − 1)
ξ2

=

E + R1 (ξ2 − 1)

(13)

ξ2

E − R1 (ξ2 + 1)
L
S = ξ2 ( − R1 ) =
2
2

(14)

D = 2S + 2R1 = 2R 3 = E + R1 (1 − ξ2) (15)
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2.2

LEAKAGE FLOWRATE
There are three areas where the PRE leaks the high-pressure fluid into the downstream

exhaust. This leakage is a non-contributor to shaft power generation. The leak points are
identified and mathematically described in this section which is needed in order to calculate
expander isentropic efficiency.
All leak points are assumed to have the same bulk fluid velocity due to choked flow
criteria. That is, bulk fluid velocity at the throats of each leakage point is then defined as the
speed of sound according to the local fluid properties at the throat [11].
After the fluid velocity at the throat is determined, the cross-sectional areas at each leak
point are derived and the volumetric flowrate leakage is calculated (using the choked flow fluid
speed). The throat properties are known from the throat fluid velocity calculations previously
discussed. These are used to calculate throat density, then leakage mass flowrate is finally
calculated for each leak point.
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2.2.1 CHOKED FLOW
The leak points in the PRE follow the conventional geometry of a convergent divergent
nozzle. This allows a choked flow assumption to be used to determine fluid speed at the throat of
all leakage points. Choked flow states that if the downstream pressure is lower than a calculated
critical pressure, the flow’s average velocity at the choke will be evaluated at Mach 1 according
to the local fluid conditions (fluid, pressure, and temperature at the throat). This application uses
compressible fluid analysis (Mach number >0.3) and it is important to note the fluid density at
the choke will differ from the fluid density in the cavity.

Divergent
Exhaust
Rotor
Rotor
Throat or “Choke”:
Region referred to as the
“Gap” for rotor leakage
in the following section.
Convergent
Approach

Cavity

Figure 9: Gap Leakage Geometry (Rotor Gap)
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As a reference, equation(17 shows the criteria for choked flow. As the rotor size grows, it
is possible that the critical pressure requirement be reduced enough to make the throat velocity
less than Mach 1 and should be checked. This is further discussed later in this section. For
verified choked conditions, the throat velocity is equal to the speed of sound (Mach 1) according
to the local fluid conditions and is used as the bulk fluid velocity at all leak points. The speed of
sound is calculated as follows [11]:

̃t = √γt R g Tt
V

(16)

γt

γt −1
2
P3 ≤ P0 (
)
= Pt
γt + 1

Where:
̃t = throat average velocity (Mach = 1 for choke conditions only)
V
γt = throat specific heat ratio
Tt = throat fluid temperature
Pt = throat fluid pressure
P0 = cavity flow field stagnation pressure
R g = process fluid specific gas constant
Mt = Mach number at the throat

(17)
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If choked flow is assumed for the leak points, the choke temperature and pressure need to
be calculated to determine throat fluid velocity (equation(16). This is accomplished by using the
isentropic stagnation pressure and temperatures equations evaluated at Mach = 1 [11]:
Tt =

Pt =

T0
T2
=
,
γ −1
γ −1
1 + t 2 Mt2 1 + t 2
P0

γ −
(1 + t
2

γt
1 2 γt−1
Mt )

=

(18)

P2
γt

.

γ − 1 γt−1
(1 + t
)
2

(19)

The stagnation pressure and temperature are assumed to be the temperature and pressure
at state 2 as the initial Mach number entering the cavity is relatively low for the regions of
interest (< Mach .3) making T2 = T0 (units in Kelvin) and P2 = P0 . Once the cavity cross
sectional area is calculated and mass flowrate evaluated (and thus initial nozzle Mach number),
this assumption can be tested, and error accounted for. Appendix A show tables for the case
studies calculating this deviation and show it to be ~0% to 3%.
Since the throat specific heat ratio γt is dependent on the throat temperature and pressure,
the above equations need to be iteratively calculated. The complexity comes from calculating the
specific heat ratio. This was accomplished by using a NIST program called REFPROP which
contains empirical parametric equations that yield fluid parameters (like specific heat ratio) as a
function of two fluid states (for example pressure and temperature). The three way iterative
solver for equations(18,(19, and specific heat ratio solves all three parameters coded into excel
that queries REFPROP for each iteration. Initial, arbitrary values for throat pressure and throat
temperature (1 psi and 250 K respectively) are used to calculate an initial value for throat
specific heat ratio γt . The solver converges within a value of 0.001, and with an average specific
heat ratio of 1.35 the relative error for this calculation is approximately 0.07%. The precision for
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this iterative solver was selected as an optimization for computational costs. The objective GRG
solver used to calculate state 2 pressure for an energy recovery application takes exponentially
longer to compute due to this iterative throat parameter calculation. To calculate the isentropic
efficiency of 400 different rotor sizes (20x20 grid analysis using machine radius E and rotor
height H as free variables), the solver performs ~360,000 iterations to converge. This is because
the solver queries the REFPROP data base to retrieve thermodynamic parameters for each
iteration. A higher precision for the throat parameters would increase the computational time and
have diminishing returns considering overall model accuracy (~ 5%).
Also, there is an important note to add concerning choked flow. The choked flow
assumption is used because the industrial niche market where the PRE would be applied
generally creates a choked flow scenario for optimized rotor configurations. State 1 pressure
ideally ranges from 500 to 3000 psi, and state 3 pressure from 50 to 300 psi. These pressure
ratios place an optimized rotor configuration in choked flow (at the leak points). The grid
analyses shown in sections 3.1 to 3.5 possess rotor configurations where choked flow criteria is
not satisfied. These configurations however are not the optimized rotor configurations.
Maintaining the choked flow assumption even for these cases theoretically produces accurate
results due to the state 1 to state 2 enthalpy loss becoming more dominant as state 2 pressure
decreases (with increasing rotor size). In other words, as the difference between subcritical flow
and choked flow becomes larger, the error produced by maintaining the choked flow assumption
becomes less significant as the state 1 to state 2 enthalpy drop gets larger.
Appendix B uses the applications found in sections 3.1 and 3.3 and introduces a
subcritical analysis. A flange tap configuration is used to determine an incompressible drag
coefficient at the leak points [12]. The incompressible parameters are then used in combination
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with subcritical flow analysis to determine the mass flowrate through the leak points [13] [14].
Note that a hydraulic diameter two times gap G (discussed further in 2.2.4) is used for the
incompressible analysis instead of an upstream orifice diameter (PRE leak points have
unconventional geometry for port analysis) [15]. It is shown for these applications, that ~2%
error in isentropic efficiency exists along the choked/subcritical boundary, and asymptotically
approaches 0% error even when the leakage flowrate becomes less choked.
If an application presents a rotor configuration where the choked/subcritical boundary is
near the optimized rotor configuration, it is possible that a similar rotor configuration will have
the same or better isentropic efficiency due to the reduced throat velocity of non-choked flow.
This is unlikely under the intended applications for the PRE but should always be checked.
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2.2.2 INTAKE PLATE LEAKAGE
The first leak point is between the head of the rotors and the intake plate. As the process
gas enters the rotor cavity, the high-pressure gas is exposed to this junction. Leakage occurs
because of the pressure difference between the intake/rotor cavity and the outside of the rotors.
This leakage is considered constant and is independent of expander rotational speed. Because the
rotors dynamically change the leakage cross section due to rotor rotation, it is difficult to predict
this leakage, but can be obtained empirically. Various assembly techniques can be implemented
to minimize the gap or reduce it to effectively zero. Since Standard machining practices would
still produce a considerable gap due to tolerance stack up, a sacrificial coating can be applied to
the intake plate and used to close the gap during assembly. The spinning rotors grind into the soft
intake plate coating (i.e. nickel) reducing the gap to minimal clearance. To ensure clearance
during operation, a diamond nickel matrix coating can be applied to the head of the rotors to
prevent galling, especially during large temperature fluctuations. This thesis makes the
assumption that these measures have been taken and head plate gap leakage has been reduced to
a negligible amount. These same techniques cannot be used with rotor gap leakage or core
leakage discussed in the following sections. The rotor geometry creates complications making it
physically impractical and financially unreasonable. See Figure 10.
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Rotor

Core

Intake Plate

Intake Plate Leakage

Figure 10: Intake Plate Leak Source
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2.2.3 CORE LEAKAGE
The second leak source is located at the dynamic junction between the rotors and the
core. Introducing a rounded rotor tip gives advantages such as larger rotor girth for strength,
easier tip machinability, and larger fluid inlet ports. However, rounding the tips produces a void
in the machine center. A core is needed to fill the void and reduce leakage out the exhaust end of
the rotors (this also reduces the cavity volume for a given machine radius E and rotor height H).
Two core profiles are generally considered depending on machine size; convex superellipse
(CSE) and cylindrical. Both profiles still produce gaps at the machine center creating a leak path.
This leakage is constant throughout the cycle of the rotors (the location of the leakage rotates
around the core, but the leakage area remains constant). Because of the dynamic motion of the
rotors entering and exiting the adjacent rotor’s envelope, a core will not be able to remove core
leakage completely but only minimize it. A pointed tip, knife edge rotor design could
theoretically remove core leakage, but is unfeasible due to the machinability and operational
limitations (knife tips bend and wear).
As shown by Figure 11, the convex superellipse core profile reduces the leakage area
noticeably more than the cylindrical core profile and is optimal if it can be used. However, due to
its manufacturability, the convex superellipse profile has size limitations where a cylindrical core
can be manufactured to a relatively smaller diameter more accurately. This is discussed further in
this section.
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Core Profile

Convex Superellipse Core

Cylindrical Core

Core Leakage Area (black area)

Figure 11: Illustration of Core Profiles
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First, the area of the void created by the rounded tips is calculated:

Void Area (AVoid )

Figure 12: Core Void Area Illustration

The area of the void created by the core is mathematically driven by the tip radius R1 .
Figure 13 shows that R1 spans a 90 degree arc length. This creates a square with sides equal to
two times R1 . Subtracting the rotor area from this square yields the void area,

R1

Figure 13: Core Void Area Calculation
AVoid = 4R21 − πR21 = R21 (4 − π).

(20)
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Next, the core’s cross-sectional area is calculated and subtracted from the void area to
give the core leakage area. There are 2 basic shapes for a core. The first core type is a convex
superellipse as shown in Figure 11 which minimizes the core area leakage. The second core type
is a cylindrical core which will produce a greater core leakage area. Due to the high tolerance
needed for a core design, limitations in manufacturing a small convex superellipse core might
force the design to use a cylindrical core.
The cylindrical core area (ACynCore ) is calculated by taking the area of a circle created by
two rotor diameters inside the machine radius:

Rotor Diameter “D”

Cylindrical Core
Area ( ACynCore )

Machine Radius “E”
Figure 14: Cylindrical Core Geometry
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ACylCore = π(E − D)2 ,

(21)

2

(22)

ACylCore = πR21 (1 − ξ2) .

The core leakage area (ACynLeakage ) when using a cylindrical core is calculated by
ACynLeakage = AVoid − ACylCore ,

(23)
2

ACynLeakage = R21 (4 − π) − πR21 (1 − ξ2) ,

(24)

2

ACynLeakage = R21 [4 − π − π(1 − ξ2) ] ≈ .319R21 .

(25)

Multiplying equation(25 by equation(16 yields cylindrical core volumetric flowrate
leakage,
2

̃t ,
V̇CynLeakage = R21 [4 − π − π(1 − ξ2) ] ∙ V

(26)

2

V̇CynLeakage = R21 [4 − π − π(1 − ξ2) ] ∙ √γt R𝑔 Tt ,

where
AVoid = total void area,
ACylCore = cylindrical core cross sectional area,
ACynLeakage =cross sectional leakage area when using a cylindrical core,
V̇CynLeakage = cylindrical core leakage flowrate.

(27)
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The convex superellipse shaped core minimizes core leakage to increase efficiency for
PREs with rounded tip rotors. Similarly, with a cylindrical core, the core leakage area is
calculated by subtracting the superellipse core area from the area of the void created by having
rounded tip rotors (see Figure 15). Core leakage area cannot be reduced any further than a
convex superellipse design when using a static core. A dynamic helical core that rotates in sync
with the rotors could close the gap and act as a 5th rotor in a 4 rotor configuration. This poses
design challenges with rotor indexing, and for simplification, a static core will be used in this
analysis.

Convex Superellipse Core
(ACSCore )

Rotor Diameter “D”

Figure 15: Rotor Tip Intersection
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The superellipse shaped core is created by the continuation of the rotor tip arc until it
intersects with the adjacent rotor tip’s path. By calculating the area of the square formed by the
rotor center to center dimension L and subtracting the formed areas inside of that square, the area
of the superellipse core remains. Two different areas emerge inside square L: the green area
labeled as Ag and the yellow area as AY . See Figure 16.

L
Ag
A
Ayy

Ay

Ag

Ag
Ay

Ay
Ag

Figure 16: Convex Superellipse Core Area Analysis
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The area of the square 𝐴𝐿 enclosed by dimension L:
AL = L2 .

(28)

Area 𝐴𝑦 is calculated by subtracting 2𝐴𝑔 from one quarter of the area of the circle made
by rotor diameter D. Area 𝐴𝑔 is half the area of two overlapping circles. First, 𝐴𝑔 is calculated by
breaking down the sector created by rotor diameter D and subtracting the segment triangle
formed by dimension L. Note that angles are in radians.

Sector Area
ASector
.5L
Segment Area
2Ag

Sector Triangle Area
ASector∆
Rotor Center

𝜃𝑠𝑒𝑐

.5D

Figure 17: Convex Superellipse Segment Drawing
Sector Angle:
cos (

θsec
L
)= ,
2
D

(29)
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L

θsec = 2cos −1 (D) .

(30)

Sector Area:
πD2 θsec
=
∙
,
4
2π

(31)

−1 L
πD2 2cos (D)
=
∙
,
4
2π

(32)

ASector

ASector

ASector =

L
D2 cos −1 (D)
4

(33)

.

Sector Triangle Area:

ASector∆ =

D 2
L 2
L√( 2 ) − (2)

ASector∆ =

2

(34)

,

LξD2 − L2
.
4

(35)

Calculating Ag :
Ag = ASector − ASector∆ ,

Ag =

L
D2 cos −1 (D) − LξD2 − L2
4

(36)

.

(37)

To calculate the area Ay , subtract 2Ag from ¼ of the rotor diameter area AD yielding
πD2
AD =
,
4

(38)
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AD
− 2Ag .
4

Ay =

(39)

The area of a convex superellipse core ACS Core is:
ACSCore = 𝐴𝐿 −4𝐴𝑦

AD

ACSCore = 𝐴𝐿 −4(

4

− 4𝐴𝑔 ,

− 2Ag ) − 4𝐴𝑔 ,

ACSCore = 𝐴𝐿 − AD + 4Ag ,

ACSCore

πD2
L
=L −
+ [D2 cos −1 ( ) − L√D2 − L2 ] ,
4
D
2

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

where:
ACSCore = cross sectional area of a convex superellipse core (see equation(42),
Ag = descriptive area used to calculate ACSCore (see Figure 16),
Ay = descriptive area used to calculate ACSCore (see Figure 16),
AL = area of a square with a side length L (see Figure 16),
ASector∆ = descriptive area used to calculate ACSCore (see Figure 17),
AD = area of a circle with a rotor diameter D.
To find the leakage area when a convex superellipse core 𝐴CSLeakage is used, the
superellipse core area is subtracted from the core void area AVoid found in equation(20,

ACSLeakage = AVoid − ACSCore ,

(44)
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ACSLeakage =

R21 (4

πD2
L
− π) − [L −
+ (D2 cos −1 ( ) − L√D2 − L2 )].
4
D
2

(45)

Convex superellipse core leakage is calculated by multiplying the superellipse leakage
area with the speed of sound in the working fluid as defined by choked flow in equation(16:
̃t ,
V̇CSLeakage = ACSLeakage ∙ V

V̇CSLeakage = [R21 (4 − π) − L2 +

πD2
L
− (D2 cos−1 ( ) − L√D2 − L2 )] ∙ √γt R𝑔 Tt ,
4
D

(46)

(47)

where:
ACSLeakage = leakage cross sectional area when using a convex superellipse core,
V̇CSLeakage = volumetric flowrate of the convex superellipse core leakage.
Note that equation(47 uses dimension L, which is not one of the three primary variables
noted in the rotor geometry section. This is to keep these equations manageable with upcoming
derivations.
Where:
ACore = generic core area, either ACylCore or ACSCore ,
VCylCore = H ∙ ACylCore = volume of a cylindrical core within a full rotor cavity,
VCSCore = H ∙ ACSCore = volume of a convex superellipse core in a full rotor cavity,
VCore = generic core volume, either VCylCore or VCSCore , same for V̇Core.Leakage .
A comparison between these two types of cores can be made to show the magnitude
difference between them. A convex superellipse core minimizes the core leakage area in a 4rotor configuration with an R1 greater than zero. The cylindrical core yields a larger core leakage
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area but can be reliably manufactured much smaller (for a smaller R1 ) and cheaper. Below
compares the core leakage area of both types are compared to provide insight for core selection.
First, the cylindrical core leakage area is calculated for a range of applicable primary
variables. Using equation(25, ACynLeakage (only a function of R1 ):

ACynLeakage (in2 )

2

ACynLeakage = R21 [4 − π − π(1 − ξ2) ] ≈ .319R21 .

Figure 18: Cylindrical Core Leakage Area Graph

The convex superellipse core’s area is dependent on both tip radius R1 and machine
radius E. The graph for calculating the convex superellipse core can be found below modeled
after equation(45:
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ACSLeakage (in2 )

ACSLeakage = R21 (4 − π) − [L2 −

πD2
L
+ (D2 cos −1 ( ) − L√D2 − L2 )] .
4
D

Figure 19: Convex Superellipse Core Leakage Area Graph

The CSE core varies slightly with changes in machine size but comparing leakage areas
from both core types yields a comparative ratio showing the difference in area. Figure 20 shows
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that the cylindrical core has an average of two times the leakage area than a CSE core for
plausible machine sizes (this ratio rapidly increases as R1 increases because cylindrical core
leakage area increases exponentially with R1 ). Since both cases would have the same bulk
velocity as defined by choked flow, the same ratio applies for core volumetric leak rate.

ACynLeakage
ACSLeakage

Figure 20: Convex Superellipse Core Leakage Area Graph

Consideration when selecting a core would include core cost, rotor tip wear, cavity
volume, and cavity leak rate. Smaller R1 values yield larger cavity volumes and smaller leak
rates for both core types. However, smaller R1 values increase rotor tip wear, decrease cavity
inlet area, and increase core manufacturing costs. Core selection is a multi-variable optimization
not included in this thesis. For the case studies found in Chapter 3, a cylindrical core with a tip
radius of R1 will be used.
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2.2.4 ROTOR GAP LEAKAGE
The third leak source occurs between adjoining rotors. High precision rotor bearing
housings can prescribe a gap between rotors, as planetary rotors have relative motion between
them and cannot touch. This gap is a non-trivial leak point and should be minimized in order to
increase efficiency. Before analyzing the rotor gap leakage, three gap behaviors need to be
understood.
The first gap behavior is as Figure 21 shows; the gap twist reverses direction halfway
through the cycle. Even though the gap’s helical path changes direction of rotation, its pitch
remains constant.

Figure 21: Gap Behavior 1, Gap Choke Twist Reversal
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The second gap behavior is as the rotors twist, the gap created between the rotors travels
radially. The lower and upper bounds for its radial travel are the distance between the R1
junction (where R1 merges with R 2 , see Figure 8) and R1 tip (or rotor tip). For the analysis, a
radial height is needed to calculate the gap arc length and so an average will be used since the
girth and tip radius R1 and R2 are constant radii. Note the gap’s radial travel will complete two
“junction to tip” radial cycles for one rotor cycle. Note as R1 reduces to zero, the radial travel
also reduces to zero.
Front of Rotor

Junction 2 of R1

Back of Rotor

Junction 1 of R1

Junction 2 of R1

Junction 1 of R1

Figure 22: Gap Behavior 2, Tip Radius Cross Over
The third gap behavior
is that the gap length grows as
the rotors progress through
their cycle. Meaning at the
beginning of each cycle, the
rotor gap length is effectively
zero and grows at a rate that is

Figure 23: Gap Behavior 3, Gap Length Growth

a function of expander rotational speed. As the rotors are only partly through its cycle, this
creates a shorter gap length than the figures above. Gap thickness is constant through the cycle.
Note with each new cycle, the gap length returns to zero and regrows.
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To calculate the rotor gap leakage, the length of the rotor gap needs to be mathematically
modeled. The length grows along a helical path with a constant pitch (even though it reverses
direction halfway through the cycle), and with a varying radius as shown by behavior two. For
model simplicity, rotor diameter is used as the helix diameter. This is true as R1 approaches zero
making rotor diameter D an approximation for the helix diameter for a small tip radius R1 .
Heuristic analysis shows that isentropic efficiency error induced by assuming the helix diameter
to be rotor diameter D is less than .05% for rotor sizes that have a tip radius R1 to machine radius
E ratio less than .07. Appendix G contains derivations of the varying helix diameter for
reference. The gap length Lhelix is modeled the standard length of a helix,
Lhelix = √[πThelix D]2 + H 2 ,

(48)

where:
Lhelix = total gap coil length,
Thelix = number of twists contained within rotor height H (.5 for the PRE).

To calculate the gap length as the rotors rotate, number of rotor twist Thelix is expressed
in terms of time to represent the transient nature of the gap growth. First, the number of helical
twists is expressed in terms of instantaneous axial position:
T ∗ helix (h) = Thelix

h
,
H

where:
T ∗ helix (h) = instantaneous number of helical twists,
h = instantaneous axial height of cycle (see Figure 23).

(49)
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The instantaneous axial height can be expressed in terms of time:
(50)

h(t) = 2ʄHt ,
where:
ʄ = PRE frequency of rotation,
t = time.
Substituting equation(50 into equation(49:
T ∗ helix (t) = Thelix

2ʄHt
,
H

(51)

T ∗ helix (t) = Thelix 2ʄt .

(52)

To model the gap leakage coil length in terms of time, substitute equations(50 and(52
into equation(48:
2

Lhelix (t) = √[πT ∗ helix (t)D]2 + (h(t)) ,

(53)

Lhelix (t) = 2ʄt√[πThelix D]2 + H 2 .

(54)

The rotor gap leakage area is the gap length multiplied by the constant gap thickness G
This gap thickness is given as it is driven by tolerance stack up of the PRE assembly. The gap
area is multiplied by 4 because a 4 rotor machine has 4 rotor gaps and equations yield:
Agap (t) = (4G)2ʄt√[πThelix D]2 + H 2 ,

(55)

Agap (t) = 8Gʄt√[πThelix D]2 + H 2 ,

(56)
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where:
Agap (t) = instantaneous total rotor gap area of all rotors,
G = prescribed rotor gap clearance.

Rotor gap leakage V̇t−gapleak is calculated by multiplying total gap area by gap choke
speed found from equation(16:
̃t ∙ Agap (t),
V̇t.gapleak = V

(57)

V̇t.gapleak (t) = √γt R𝑔 Tt ∙ 8Gʄt√[πThelix D]2 + H 2 .

(58)

Equation(58 gives the instantaneous leakage dependent on time and PRE rotational
speed. Integrating equation(58 from zero to the length of time to complete one cycle will give the
volume of fluid leaked during one complete cycle. Using equation(50 to determine time t to
complete one cycle (h=H):
h(t) = H = 2ʄHt ,

t=

1
.
2ʄ

(59)

(60)

Integral equation defining total gap leakage flowrate during one cycle:
V̇t.gapleak =

dV
.
dt

(61)

Integrating equation(61 using equation(60 as the upper bounds yields the volume of fluid
leaked during one cycle Vcyl−gapleak:
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dV
= √γt R𝑔 Tt ∙ 8Gʄt√[πThelix D]2 + H 2 ,
dt
Vcyl.gapleak

∫

1
2ʄ

dV = ∫ (√γt R𝑔 Tt ∙ 8Gʄt√[πThelix D]2 + H 2 ) dt ,

0

(62)

(63)

0

Vcyl.gapleak

Vcyl.gapleak

1
t2
2ʄ
= √γt R𝑔 Tt ∙ 8Gʄ √[πThelix D]2 + H 2 | ,
2
0

(64)

1 2
( )
2ʄ
√[πThelix D]2 + H 2 ,
= √γt R𝑔 Tt ∙ 8Gʄ
2

(65)

Vcyl.gapleak =

G√γt R𝑔 Tt
√[πThelix D ]2 + H 2 .
ʄ

(66)

Notice in equation(66 the volume of fluid leaked during one cycle is inversely
proportional to the rotational frequency of the PRE. To calculate the total gap leakage volumetric
flowrate V̇tot.gapleak, multiply equation(66 by two (number of cycles per expander revolution)
and the expander frequency:
V̇tot.gapleak = (2ʄ)

G√γt R𝑔 Tt
√[πThelix D]2 + H 2 ,
ʄ

V̇tot.gapleak = 2G√γt R𝑔 Tt √[πThelix D]2 + H 2 ,
where:
V̇t.gapleak = instantaneous gap leakage flowrate, time dependent,
Vcyl.gapleak = total volume of fluid leaked during one cycle,
V̇tot.gapleak = total PRE rotor gap leakage flowrate.

(67)

(68)
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Equation(68 calculates a steady state flowrate on a macro level. Equation(58 shows that
gap flowrate is transient and repeats every cycle. Since normal operation of the PRE is between
10 and 80 Hz and the gap leakage cycle occurs twice per rotor revolution, considering gap
leakage steady state is acceptable. This makes the gap leakage flowrate independent of time and
PRE rotational speed. Equation(68 also makes it possible to redefine the rotor gap area without
the time dependency since area is simply volumetric flowrate (equation(68) divided by the
̃t ), and substituting rotor diameter D for the primary
average cross sectional fluid velocity (V
variables:
2

𝐴𝑔𝑎𝑝 = 2𝐺 √[𝜋𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑥 (E + R1 (1 − ξ2))] + 𝐻 2 ,
where:
Agap = total gap area between rotors.

(69)
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2.3

CAVITY FLOWRATE
Cavity flowrate is determined by multiplying expander frequency by 2 times the cavity

volume (2 cycles per revolution for a 4x4 rotor). Much like how gap leakage is transient in a
micro time scale but static in a macro timescale, so is expander flowrate. The flowrate
measurement is isolated to how many cycles are completed each second. The task is then to
calculate cavity volume. This volume (see Figure 24: is confined by 4 rotors meshing together
with a 90 degrees offset. The cavity is largest when the rotors are in the 0-torque position (or the
start of a cycle or 0 degrees angle of twist).
The cavity volume is complex to construct as it is the internal volume of the combined
subassembly. Several processes will be shown and verified on how to achieve an analytical
cavity volume equation dependent on machine radius E, tip radius R1, and rotor height H.

Front View

Isometric View

Side View

(machine center axis)

Figure 24: PRE Cavity Volume (shown: E=4, H=4, R1=.5)
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First, the cavity volume is calculated without a core. After the core type has been
selected, the core volume will be subtracted from the total cavity volume to yield the net cavity
volume. If the cavity cross sectional area is viewed without the void area AVoid , it can be shown
to increase at the rate of sine squared as the angle of rotor rotation increases. A design study
using SolidWorks was used to create the cavity volume cross sectional area according to rotation
angle, where 90 degrees occupies half of a cycle (note that rotation angle theta is analogous to
axial position h as the rotors have a constant pitch). This design study calculates the crosssectional area from 0 degrees to 90 degrees of rotation with .1-degree increments.
Figure 25 plots the results from the design study using two rotor configurations: a 4 inch
machine radius E, 4 inch rotor height H, with a .5 inch and .002 inch tip radius R1. The results
are shown as a ratio of the maximum area, then compared with the progression of sin-squared
law. This shows the sin-squared law can be used to integrate the cross-sectional area to calculate
total cavity volume.

Figure 25: PRE Cavity Cross Sectional Areas Growth Compared To the Sin-squared Law
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Figure 26 shows how the cross-sectional area is formed as the rotors rotate through a
cycle. The blue cross-sectional plane shows the location of the area relative to the full cavity
volume.

Angle Rotation (degrees)

0

15

30

Cross Sectional Plane

Cross Sectional Area
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45

60

75

90

Figure 26: PRE Cavity Cross Sectional Areas for Different Angles of Rotation
(shown: E=4, H=4, R1=.5)
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The maximum cross-sectional area without the void area is used to calculate total cavity
volume due to the position creating an easy to calculate geometry using already predefined
variables. This area becomes difficult to analytically calculate when deviating from this position
because the geometry becomes somewhat contorted as shown by Figure 26. This area is located
at half the rotor height H, or rotor rotation of 90 degrees (this is also when the rotors produce the
maximum torque). This area reduces by the sin-squared law as the rotation angle reduces to 0 as
shown by Figure 25.

Acav.sin

Figure 27: PRE Cavity Max Cross Sectional Area with the Void Area Removed
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The maximum cavity area without the void area in Figure 27 is calculated by:
Acav.sin = (2R 2 )2 − πR22 − Avoid .

(70)

Substituting R 2 for primary variables machine radius E and tip radius R1 , and using
equation(20 for the void area:
Acav.sin

E − R1 2
=(
) (4 − π) − R21 (4 − π) ,
ξ2

(71)

(E − R1 )2
Acav.sin = (4 − π) [
− R21 ] ,
2

(72)

(4 − π) 2
(E − 2ER1 − R21 ) ,
2

(73)

Acav.sin =
where:

ACav.sin = maximum cavity cross sectional area minus the void area.

As previously shown, the cross-sectional area reduces through the rotor rotation
according to the sine squared law. Thus, the change in volume with a change in height is:

dVcav.sin = Acav.sin ∙ sin2 θ ∙ dH ,

(74)

where:
θ = angle of rotor twist.
Equation(74 can be expressed in terms of a change in angle theta instead of a change in
rotor height H as the rotors have a constant pitch. The rotors occupy a 180° twist along rotor
height H (180° = π rads) and so dH can be rewritten as:
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dH = H

dθ
.
π

(75)

Equation(74 becomes:
dVcav.sin = Acav.sin ∙ sin2 θ ∙ H

Vcav.sin

dθ
,
π

θ sin 2θ π
H ∙ Acav.sin (2 − 4 )
H ∙ Acav.sin π 2
=
∫ sin θ dθ =
| ,
π
π
0
0
Vcav.sin =

H ∙ Acav.sin
.
2

(76)

(77)

(78)

Substituting equation(73 into equation(78:

Vcav.sin =

H(4 − π) 2
(E − 2ER1 − R21 ) ,
4

(79)

where:
Vcav.sin = rotor cavity volume minus the void volume (H ∙ Avoid ).
Total cavity volume is equal to the sin rotor volume Vcav.sin plus the void volume:
H(4 − π) 2
(E − 2ER1 − R21 ) + Avoid H ,
4

(80)

H(4 − π) 2
(E − 2ER1 − R21 ) + R21 (4 − π)H ,
4

(81)

Vcav.tot =

Vcav.tot =

E 2 − 2ER1 + 3R21
Vcav.tot = H(4 − π) [
],
4
where:
Vcav.tot = total rotor cavity volume.

(82)
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Because of the presence of a core, a net cavity volume is needed. The net cavity volume
is equal to the total cavity volume minus the core volume:
E 2 − 2ER1 + 3R21
Vcav.net = H [(4 − π) (
) − ACore ] ,
4

(83)

where:
Vcav.net = net rotor cavity volume (total cavity volume minus the core volume).

Net rotor cavity flowrate is calculated by multiplying true cavity volume by 2 times the
expander rotational frequency (two cycles per revolution):
E 2 − 2ER1 + 3R21
V̇cav.net = 2ʄH [(4 − π) (
) − ACore ] .
4

(84)

The sin-squared law used for the cavity volume derivation is based on the characteristic
trait of a single rotor configuration (4x4x.5). It is important than to verify equation(84 with
multiple rotor configurations to ensure the model holds true. This can be verified using a design
study in SolidWorks CAD. The CAD model uses four discrete rotor parts that are meshed
together with a gap G value of 0. The rotors are oriented at 0 degrees of rotation creating the
maximum cavity volume. The CAD intersect tool fills the volume from axial entrance to exit.
This volume is measured as the rotors change in machine radius E (varies from 2.5 to 10 inches)
and tip radius R1 (varies from 0 to 1 inches). Rotor height H is held static at 4 inches (since
equation(84 shows that rotor height H is proportional to cavity flowrate) and the core area ACore
is equal to 0.
As Figure 28 shows, equation(84 has ±.15% error (average error = .05%) when compared
with CAD generated volume values. Since CAD models use a tetrahedral mesh to form volumes,
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there is an inherent estimation when calculating volume using CAD. It would be ideal to derive
the cavity volume directly from geometric relationships, but due to its complexity, this is not in
the scope of this thesis. Since equation(84 shows to have an error < .2%, it will suffice that the
sin-squared law be used as an adequate approximation to determine cavity flowrate.
Figure 29 shows the cavity volumes using the maximum and minimum machine radius E
and tip radius R1 from the design study. This visually shows the magnitude of volume change
when E and R1 vary. Note again that these volumes are formed without a core as they are added
later depending on the selected core type.

Figure 28: Deviation of analytic volume (equation(84) from the calculated CAD volume
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E x H x R1

Cavity Volume

2.5 x 4 x 0

2.5 x 4 x 1

10 x 4 x 1

10 x 4 x 0

Figure 29: Max. and Min. E Machine Radius E and Tip Radius R1 Used in the Design Study
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2.4

ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY
Total mass flowrate through the PRE is required to evaluate isentropic efficiency. The

volumetric flowrates are multiplied by the densities found in the cavity and throat. Note, a single
throat density is used for both leakage areas as they share a stagnation pressure and temperature:

ṁtot = ρ2 V̇cav.net +ρt (V̇tot.gapleak + V̇Core.Leakage ),

ṁ tot

(85)

E 2 − 2ER1 + 3R21
= ρ2 Hʄ [(4 − π) (
) − ACore ]
4
(86)
2

+ ρt [2G√γt R g Tt √[πThelix (E + R1 (1 − ξ2))] + H 2 + V̇Core.Leakage ].

Using equations(68 and(84 with core leakage to substitute into equation(2 yields the mass
efficiency. This efficiency will give insight when optimizing rotor geometries with different
applications. This is discussed more in the case studies.

Emass =

ṁ cav.net
ρ2 V̇ cav.net
=
.
ṁ tot
ρ2 V̇ cav.net +ρt (V̇tot.gapleak + V̇Core.Leakage )

(87)
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Finally, isentropic efficiency is calculated using equations(6,(84, and(86 separated into
two equations showing a cylindrical core and convex superellipse core.

PRE Isentropic Efficiency (cylindrical core)

Esystem =

V̇ cav.net ∙ (P2 − P3 )
ẇshaft
=
,
ṁtot (h1 − h3,Isentropic ) ṁtot (h1 − h3,Isentropic )

(88)

where:

ẇshaft

E 2 − 2ER1 + 3R21
2
= 2ʄH [(4 − π) (
) − πR21 (1 − ξ2) ] ∙ (P2 − P3 ) ,
4

ṁtot = ṁcavity + ṁleakage ,

and:

ṁcavity = ρ2 2ʄH [(4 − π) (

E 2 − 2ER1 + 3R21
2
) − πR21 (1 − ξ2) ],
4
2

2

ṁleakage = ρt √γt R g Tt (2G√[πThelix (E + R1 (1 − ξ2))] + H 2 + R21 [4 − π − π(1 − ξ2) ]).
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PRE Isentropic Efficiency (CSE core)

Esystem =

V̇ cav.net ∙ (P2 − P3 )
ẇshaft
=
,
ṁtot (h1 − h3,Isentropic ) ṁtot (h1 − h3,Isentropic )

(89)

where:

ẇshaft = 2ʄH ((4 − π) (

E 2 − 2ER1 + 3R21
πD2
L
+ (D2 cos−1 ( ) − L√D2 − L2 )]) ∙ (P2 − P3 )
) − [L2 −
4
4
D

ṁtot = ṁcavity + ṁleakage.

and:

ṁcavity = ρ2 2ʄH [(4 − π) (

E 2 − 2ER1 + 3R21
πD2
L
+ [D2 cos−1 ( ) − L√D2 − L2 ]]] ,
) − [L2 −
4
4
D

2

ṁleakage = ρt √γt R g Tt (2G√[πThelix (E + R1 (1 − ξ2))] + H 2

+ [R21 (4 − π) − L2 +

πD2
L
− (D2 cos −1 ( ) − L√D2 − L2 )]).
4
D

Again, note that the throat variables in the leakage mass flowrate term are iteratively
calculated. State 2 pressure P2 is the calculated variable either through further iteration in an
energy recovery application, or from equation(5 in a target power application.
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III. CASE STUDIES
Chapter 3 calculates isentropic efficiency using equation(88 in various applications. The
strategy for calculating isentropic efficiency is different depending on the application. As
previously mentioned, two primary applications exist for the PRE: target power and energy
recovery. For both applications, a sequential approach is used to obtain the independent variables
required for evaluating equation(88.
Three fluid states exist for both applications as shown with Figure 5 and Figure 6. State 1
properties are known for both applications along with state 3 pressure. All other properties are
evaluated using the given application. The primary difference between calculating isentropic
efficiency of an energy recovery and target power application is calculating state 2 pressure
(cavity pressure). Energy recovery requires that total mass flow rate remains constant. This
requires an iterative process to determine state 2 cavity pressure. Target power requires that
power output remain constant and uses Equation(5 to determine state 2 cavity pressure based on
the application’s load requirement.
Both applications will be analyzed separately fixing rotational speed and rotor size,
yielding four studies. These studies serve two purposes. One, to demonstrate the behavior and
influence the free variables possess. The second is that packaging a PRE employs other
constraints due to auxiliary equipment. For example, an application might require a 60 Hz
frequency generator. This holds the PRE to a set rotational speed. Another example is that a built
PRE could be used in different applications keeping rotor geometries fixed, and if possible, the
speed can be altered to optimize efficiency. Study 5 optimizes rotor geometry and rotor speed of
the PRE for both energy recovery and target power.
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All studies employ a grid analysis using Excel, which was chosen because of its
integration with REFPROP, a NIST based thermodynamic data base. All thermodynamic state
parameters are calculated using REFPROP through excel allowing the state parameters like
temperature, specific heat ratio, and density to be calculated directly. This is especially
advantageous in study 1 and study 2 where an energy recovery application is investigated. As
mentioned, energy recovery requires an iterative process to determine state 2 pressure P2.
REFPROP through excel allows the thermodynamic variables to be calculated live with the
iterative solver in these studies. REFPROP in excel also allows throat properties to be iteratively
solved (see section 2.2.1) automatically using Excel’s circular reference iterator. Note that
energy recovery requires 2 iterative functions; iterating state 2 pressure P2, and iterating throat
properties for every state 2 pressure iteration. A target power application only requires iterating
throat properties from section 2.2.1.
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3.1

STUDY 1 – ENERGY RECOVERY VARIABLE ROTOR SIZE
This study calculates equation(88 step by step to yield the isentropic efficiencies of 400

possible rotor height H and machine radius E combinations (grid analysis) for an energy
recovery application. The rotational frequency ʄ is held at a constant value typically found in
industry, and other given parameters for this study are below. Study 1 demonstrates how rotor
geometry influences isentropic efficiency and shows how to optimize a PRE when a constant
rotational speed is required by the application. Figure 30 shows the calculation process for
evaluating an energy recovery process. Each step of this process is shown in study 1 below.
Process Fluid

Methane

State 1 Pressure

1200 psi

Molecular Weight

16.04 kg/kmol

State 1 Temperature

100 °F

Specific Gas Constant

518.27 kJ/kg°K

State 1 Enthalpy (reference)

863.1 kJ/kg

Expander Frequency

60 Hz

State 1 Entropy(reference)

4.3 kJ/kg°K

Tip Radius R1

.125’’

State 3 Pressure

200 psi

Rotor Gap G

.005’’

State 3 Isentropic Enthalpy
h3,Isentropic

658.2 kJ/kg

System Mass Flowrate

1 kg/s
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Calculate volumetric flowrate V̇cav.net using section
2.3, constant rotational frequency 𝜔, and variables
machine radius E and rotor height H

Estimate state 2 pressure P2;
P1 ≥ P2 > P3
Determine state 2 temperature T2 and
density ρ2 using isenthalpic
assumption from state 1 to state 2

Iterate state 2 pressure P2
until total mass flowrate
matches required mass
flowrate using GRG Solver

Iterate throat properties using
state 2 temperature T2 , pressure
P2, and section 2.2.1
Calculate cavity mass
flowrate ṁcavity from
equation 89

Calculate total leakage mass
flowrate ṁleakage from sections
2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, and equation 89

Calculate total mass flowrate ṁtot using
equation 89 and compare with required mass
flowrate (energy recovery requirement)

if error > .01%

if 𝑚̇𝑡𝑜𝑡 ≅ 𝑚̇𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑

Calculate shaft power using equation 5, isentropic efficiency
Esystem using equation 89, and state 3 temperature T3 using the
calculated enthalpy change and downstream pressure conditions

Figure 30: Study 1 Energy Recovery Calculation Process
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The primary focus when calculating equation(88 is determining state 2 pressure for each
rotor size configuration (pressure inside the cavity). State 2 pressure drives the mass flowrate
calculation in the cavity and the leakage points (see section 2.2.1). Since total mass flowrate is
coupled to state 2 pressure via the sum of cavity and leakage flowrates, an iterative solver is
required to calculate equation(88. The state 2 pressure P2 iterative solver used for this study was
performed using the GRG nonlinear method in Excel. Since an energy recovery application gives
the required mass flowrate, it is set as the objective variable (i.e. all required inputs for state 2
pressure must yield 1 kg/s total mass flowrate). The state 2 pressure is the free variable and has
upper and lower bounds set by state 1 and state 3 pressures. The solver has a tolerance of .01%.
First, the cavity volumetric flowrate is calculated using the net cavity flowrate equation
(84, and due to using a circular core, equation(22 is used to calculate core area. Note that
machine radius E and rotor height H are given in inches.
3

ft.
Table 1: Study 1 Net Cavity Flowrate V̇cav.net ( )
min.

Equation(84

E 2 − 2ER1 + 3R21
̇Vcav.net = 2ʄH [(4 − π) (
) − ACore ]
4

Equation(22

ACylCore = πR21 (1 − ξ2)

2
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Next, state 2 pressure P2 is estimated to progress the calculation through the process in
Figure 30. Table 1, equation(86, and iterating the system to state 2 pressure allow for mass
flowrates to be calculated. Table 2 shows the converged values of the solver. Dashes in the table
indicate an impossible scenario where the rotor size combination would result in a cavity
pressure higher than state 1 or lower than state 3.
Table 2: Study 1 State 2 Pressure (cavity pressure)
lbs
P2 ( 2 )
in.

SOLVER

P2 (ṁtot ) Iteratively solved using objective solver

Note the dark purple values in the above table require the lowest pressure drop when
moving from the state 1 reservoir to the state 2 cavity. Initially this would lead to the expectation
that those machine sizes would yield the highest isentropic efficiency (lowest increase in
entropy). These machine sizes will be compared with the final calculations to test the validity of
this assumption.
State 2 temperature and density can be determined by assuming an isenthalpic process
from state 1 to state 2 (h1=h2). Having two state variables, state 2 pressure from Table 2 and
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state 1 enthalpy, state 2 temperature and density are calculated using NIST REFPROP. State 2
temperature and density are required when determining cavity and leakage mass flowrates.

Table 3: Study 1 State 2 Temperature T2 (℉)

kg

Table 4: Study 1 State 2 Density ρ2 (m3 )

NIST REFPROP

T2 (P2 , h1 ) isenthalpic

NIST REFPROP

ρ2 (P2 , T2 )
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Cavity mass flowrate can be calculated using Table 1 and Table 4, and is the product of
volumetric flowrate and density (see equation(2).
Table 5: Study 1 Cavity Mass Flowrate

Equation(2

kg

ṁ cav.net ( s )

ṁ cav.net = ρ2 ∙ V̇ cav.net

Total leakage flowrate is the sum of all leak points and is required to determine isentropic
efficiency. This is done by evaluating the general states at leakage throat points using
equations(18 and(19 with an iterative process involving the throat specific heat ratio (see section
2.2.1). Note the values in red on Table 7 indicate nonchoked configurations. This is for reference
lbs

(see appendix B for details). Table 7: Study 1 Throat Pressure Pt (in.2 )This iterative process
yields the following:
Equation(18

Equation(19

NIST REFPROP

Tt =

Pt =

T2
γ −1
1+ t2
P2
γ𝑡

γ − 1 γ𝑡−1
(1 + t 2 )

γt (Tt , Pt )
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Table 6: Study 1 Throat Temperature Tt (℉)

lbs

Table 7: Study 1 Throat Pressure Pt (in.2 )

Table 8: Study 1 Throat Specific Heat Ratio γt
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The throat density and local speed of sound can be calculated using

Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8 which will be used to calculate leakage mass flowrate.
kg

Table 9: Study 1 Throat Density ρt (m3 )

NIST REPROP

ρt (Tt , Pt )

̃t (m)
Table 10: Study 1 Throat Average Velocity V
s
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Equation(16

̃t = √γt R𝑔 Tt
V

Next, the leak points cross sectional areas are calculated. Core leakage area using a
cylindrical core is static as it is only dependent on R1 .

Table 11: Study 1 Core Leakage Area (cylindrical core)
ACynLeakage (in.2 )

. 00499 in.2

Equation(25

2

ACynLeakage = R21 [4 − π − π(1 − ξ2) ] ≅ .319R21

Table 12: Study 1 Rotor Gap Leakage Area
Agap (in.2 )
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Equation(69

Agap = 2G√[πThelix 𝐷]2 + H 2

Using Table 9, Table 10, Table 11, and Table 12, the total leakage mass flowrate is:
kg

Table 13: Study 1 Total Leakage Mass Flowrate ṁ leak ( s )

Equation(2

̃t (Agap + ACynLeakage )
ṁ leak = ρt ∙V̇ tot.leak = 𝜌𝑡 V

Summing Table 5 and Table 13 yields the total mass flowrate through the PRE for each
machine radius E and rotor height H combination. This verifies the solvers results (color
discrepancy found in Table 14 due to solver accuracy criteria of .01%)
kg

Table 14: Study 1 Total PRE Mass Flowrate ṁ tot ( s )
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Since state 2 pressure P2 has been successfully converged to produce total mass flowrates
ṁ tot equal to 1 kg/s, the applications performance can be evaluated. This includes mass
efficiency, isentropic efficiency, power generated, and state 3 temperature.
Mass efficiency as stated by equation(2 is shown in Table 15 using cavity mass flowrate
from Table 5 and total mass flowrate from Table 14.

Table 15: Study 1 Mass Efficiency
Emass

Equation(2

Emass =

ṁ cav.net
ṁ tot

Table 15 shows as machine size increases, so does the mass efficiency. Values in red
show the top 10% configurations with the highest mass efficiencies. Isentropic efficiency
calculation shows the importance of performing a system analysis as high mass efficiency does
not equal high isentropic efficiency.
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Table 16 is the calculated result of equation(88, which can be used to optimize a PRE
with varying machine radius E and rotor height H. It shows a 3.5 inch machine radius E and 4
inch rotor height H configuration yields the most efficient PRE design with the given
application. It is important to reiterate that the presented PRE design does not incorporate a
metering valve and runs “hydraulically”. Implementation of a metering valve if tuned to the
optimized pressure ratios could yield isentropic efficiencies upwards of 50 to 60%.

Table 16: Study 1 Isentropic Efficiency Esystem

V̇ cav.net ∙ (P2 − P3 )
ẇshaft
=
ṁtot (h1 − h3,Isentropic ) ṁtot (h1 − h3,Isentropic )

Equation(6

Esystem =

NIST REFPROP

h1 (P1 , T1 )

NIST REFPROP

h3,isentropic (P3 , s1 )
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The first byproduct of using a PRE is generated shaft power. Using equation(5, Table 1,
and Table 2, shaft power generated is calculated in Table 17.
Table 17: Study 1 Shaft Power ẇshaft (kW)

Equation(5

ẇshaft = V̇ cav.net ∙ (P2 − P3 )

The second byproduct of the PRE extracting fluid energy from the flow beside shaft
power is a lower downstream fluid temperature due to the change in enthalpy.
Table 18: Study 1 State 3 Temperature T3 (F)

NIST REFPROP

T3 (P3 , h3 )

Equation(6

h3 = h1 −

ẇshaft
ẇshaft
From Esystem =
ṁtot
ṁtot (h1 − h3,Isentropic )
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3.2

STUDY 2 – ENERGY RECOVERY SPEED OPTIMIZATION
Study 2 takes an arbitrary machine radius E (4 inches) and rotor height H (4 inches) and

holds them constant while varying PRE angular velocity. An optimized solution is calculated
showing the effects of expander speed on isentropic efficiency, also demonstrating how a single
size machine can be optimized for different applications by varying machine speed. Note that
the same calculation process is used in study 2 as from study 1, except in study 2 rotational
frequency is variable and rotor geometry is held constant (see Figure 30)
Process Fluid

Methane

System Mass Flowrate

1 kg/s

Molecular Weight

16.04 kg/kmol

State 1 Pressure

1200 psi

Specific Gas Constant

518.27 kJ/kg°K

State 1 Temperature

100 °F

Machine Radius E

4.0 in.

State 1 Enthalpy (reference)

863.1 kJ/kg

Rotor Height H

4.0 in.

State 1 Entropy(reference)

4.3 kJ/kg°K

Tip Radius R1

.125 in.

State 3 Pressure

200 psi

Rotor Gap Width G

.005 in.

State 3 Isentropic Enthalpy,
h3,Isentropic

658.2 kJ/kg
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Table 19: Study 2 Isentropic Efficiency Esystem

The same solver used in study 1 is used in study 2. PRE rotational speed is the
independent variable, mass flowrate the objective variable, and state 2 cavity pressure is the
changing variable in the iterative solver. Study 2 is simply a 1-dimensional analysis (rotation
speed), while study 1 is a 2-dimensional analysis (machine radius E and rotor height H). For the
application presented in study 2, a PRE with a rotational speed of 3600 RPM is optimal.
This 1-dimensional analysis shows the optimization the solver is working to accomplish.
Note as speed increases so does State 1-2 enthalpy loss (a negative effect on isentropic
efficiency), but leakage is reduced (a positive effect on isentropic efficiency). The dominance of
these variables phase as speed varies generating an optimized isentropic efficiency.
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3.3

STUDY 3 – TARGET POWER VARIABLE ROTOR SIZE
This study calculates equation(88 step by step to yield the isentropic efficiencies of 400

possible rotor height H and machine radius E combinations for a target power application.
The rotational frequency ʄ is held at a constant value typically found in industry, and other given
parameters for this study are below. Study 3 demonstrates how rotor geometry influences
isentropic efficiency and shows how to optimize a PRE when a constant rotational speed is
required by the application. Figure 31 shows the calculation process for evaluating a target
power process.
Process Fluid

Methane

State 1 Pressure

1200 psi

Molecular Weight

16.04 kg/kmol

State 1 Temperature

100 °F

Specific Gas Constant

518.27 kJ/kg°K

State 1 Enthalpy (reference)

863.1 kJ/kg

Expander Frequency

60 Hz

State 1 Entropy(reference)

4.3 kJ/kg°K

Tip Radius R1

.125’’

State 3 Pressure

200 psi

Rotor Gap Width G

.005’’

State 3 Isentropic Enthalpy,
h3,Isentropic

658.2 kJ/kg

Target Power

30 kW
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Figure 31 shows the calculation process for a target power application. Each step of this
process is shown in study 1 below.

Calculate volumetric flowrate V̇cav.net using section
2.3, constant rotational frequency 𝜔 and variables
machine radius E and rotor height H

Calculate state 2 pressure P2
using equation 5

Determine state 2 temperature T2 and
density ρ2 using isenthalpic
assumption from state 1 to state 2

Iterate throat properties using
state 2 temperature T2 , pressure
P2, and section 2.2.1
Calculate cavity mass
flowrate ṁcavity from
equation 89

Calculate total leakage mass
flowrate ṁleakage from sections
2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, and equation 89

Calculate total mass flowrate ṁtot, isentropic efficiency Esystem
using equation 89, and state 3 temperature T3 using the calculated
enthalpy change and downstream pressure conditions

Figure 31: Study 3 Target Power Calculation Process
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The primary focus when calculating equation(88 is determining state 2 pressure for each
rotor size configuration (pressure inside the cavity). Since a target power application gives the
required shaft power ẇshaft , state 2 pressure P2 can be directly calculated from equation(5. This
removes the need to iteratively solve state 2 pressure as in studies 1 and 2. The calculation
process then follows Figure 31.
First, the cavity volumetric flowrate is calculated using the net cavity flowrate equation
(84, and due to using a circular core, equation(22 is used to calculate core area. Note that
machine radius E and rotor height H are given in inches.

Table 20: Study 3 Net Cavity Flowrate
3

ft.
V̇cav.net (min.)

Equation(84

E 2 − 2ER1 + 3R21
V̇cav.net = 2ʄH [(4 − π) (
) − ACore ]
4

Equation(22

ACylCore = πR21 (1 − ξ2)

2
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Since a target power application gives the required shaft power, cavity pressure can be
calculated using Table 20, equation(5, and solving for state 2 pressure. Dashes in the table
indicate an impossible scenario where the rotor size combination would require a state 2 pressure
greater than the state 1 pressure.
Table 21: Study 3 State 2 Pressure (cavity pressure)
lbs
P2 ( 2 )
in.

Equation(5

ẇshaft = V̇ cav.net ∙ (P2 − P3 ) Solved for P2

Note the dark purple values in the above table require the lowest pressure drop across the
control valve (state 1 to state 2). This would lead to the expectation that those machine sizes
would yield the highest isentropic efficiency (lowest increase in entropy across the valve). These
machine sizes will be compared with the final calculations.
State 2 temperature and density can be determined by assuming an isenthalpic process
across the control valve. This determines that state 2 enthalpy is equal to state 1 enthalpy. Having
two state variables, state 2 pressure from Table 21 and state 1 enthalpy, state 2 temperature and
density are calculated using NIST REFPROP. State 2 temperature and density are required when
determining leakage and cavity mass flowrates.
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Table 22: Study 3 State 2 Temperature

T2 (℉)

kg

Table 23: Study 3 State 2 Density ρ2 (m3 )

NIST REFPROP

T2 (P2 , h1 ), isenthalpic

NIST REFPROP

ρ2 (P2 , T2 )

Using Table 20 and Table 23, cavity mass flowrate can be calculated as mass flowrate is
the product of density and volumetric flowrate (see equation(2).
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Table 24: Study 3 Cavity Mass Flowrate

Equation(2

kg

ṁ cav.net ( s )

ṁ cav.net = ρ2 ∙ V̇ cav.net

With cavity mass flowrate calculated, leakage flowrate is all that is required to determine
the isentropic efficiencies. This is done by evaluating the fluid state at the leakage throat using
equations(18 and(19 with and an iterative process with throat specific heat ratio. Note the red
values in Table 26 indicate a throat pressure lower than the state 3 pressure and are not choked.
This is for reference. See appendix B for details. Throat parameters are calculated as:

Equation(18

Equation(19

NIST REFPROP

Tt =

Pt =

T2
γ −1
1+ t2
P2
γt

γ − 1 γt−1
(1 + t 2 )

γt (Tt , Pt )
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Table 25: Study 3 Throat Temperature Tt (℉)

lbs

Table 26: Study 3 Throat Pressure Pt (in.2 )

Table 27: Study 3 Throat Specific Heat Ratio γt
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The throat density and local speed of sound can be calculated using

Table 25, Table 26, and Table 27. These are used to calculate leakage mass flowrates.
𝑘𝑔

Table 28: Study 3 Throat Density ρt (𝑚3 )

NIST REFPROP

ρt (Tt , Pt )

m

̃t ( )
Table 29: Study 3 Throat Average Velocity V
s
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Equation(16

̃t = √γt R𝑔 Tt
V

Next, the leak points cross sectional areas are calculated. Core leakage area using a
cylindrical core is static as it is only dependent on R1 .
Table 30: Study 3 Core Leakage Area (cylindrical core)
ACynLeakage (in.2 )

. 00499 in.2

Equation(25

2

ACynLeakage = R21 [4 − π − π(1 − ξ2) ] ≅ .319R21
Table 31: Study 3 Gap Leakage Area
Agap (in.2 )

Equation(69

Agap = 2G√[πThelix D]2 + H 2
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Table 28, Table 29, Table 30, and Table 31 calculate total leakage mass flowrate.
kg

Table 32: Study 3 Total Leakage Mass Flowrate ṁ leak ( s )

Equation(2

̃t (Agap + ACynLeakage )
ṁ leak = ρt ∙V̇ tot.leak = ρt V

Summing Table 24 and Table 32 yields the total mass flowrate through the PRE for each
machine radius E and rotor height H combination.
kg

Table 33: Study 3 Total PRE Mass Flowrate ṁ tot ( s )
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Equation(88

ṁtot = ṁcavity + ṁleakage

Mass efficiency as stated by equation(2 is shown in Table 34 using cavity mass flowrate
from Table 24 and total mass flowrate from Table 33.
Table 34: Study 3 Mass Efficiency
Emass

Equation(2

Emass =

ṁ cav.net
ṁ tot

Table 34 shows that as machine size increases, so does mass efficiency. Since mass
efficiency is a measure of total mass being processed by the rotors, intuition might state that a
larger machine size would produce a higher isentropic efficiency due to a larger percentage of
the total mass flowrate being used. The definition of isentropic efficiency in equation(6 show
how mass efficiency does not include all the variables required to assess isentropic efficiency.
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Finally, the isentropic efficiency for the different PRE rotor combination can be
calculated using equation(6 and the total mass flowrate in Table 33.

Table 35: Study 3 Isentropic Efficiency Esystem

V̇ cav.net ∙ (P2 − P3 )
ẇshaft
=
ṁtot (h1 − h3,Isentropic ) ṁtot (h1 − h3,Isentropic )

Equation (6

Esystem =

NIST REFPROP

h1 (P1 , T1 )

NIST REFPROP

h3,isentropic (P3 , s1 )

Table 35 is the calculated result of equation(88, which can be used to optimize a PRE
with varying machine radius E and rotor height H in a target power application. It shows for
study 3, a 3.5 inch by 3 inch rotor configuration yields the most efficient PRE design with the
given application (~24%). It is important to reiterate that the presented PRE design does not
incorporate a metering valve and runs “hydraulically”. Approximately 50% of the fluid energy in
this application is accessible due to the absence of a meter.
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The first byproduct of using a PRE is generated shaft power. Using equation(5, Table 20,
and Table 21, shaft power generated is calculated in Table 36 showing iteration convergence.
Table 36: Study 3 Shaft Power ẇshaft (kW)

Equation(5

ẇshaft = V̇ cav.net ∙ (P2 − P3 )

The second byproduct of the PRE extracting fluid energy from the flow beside shaft
power is a lower downstream fluid temperature (due to the change in enthalpy).
Table 37: Study 3 State 3 Temperature T3 (F)

NIST REFPROP

T3 (P3 , h3 )

Equation(6

h3 = h1 −

ẇshaft
ẇshaft
From Esystem =
ṁtot
ṁtot (h1 − h3,Isentropic )
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3.4

STUDY 4 – TARGET POWER SPEED OPTIMIZATION
Study 4 takes an arbitrary machine radius E (4 inches) and rotor height H (4 inches) and

holds them constant while varying PRE angular velocity. An optimized solution is calculated
showing the effects of expander speed on isentropic efficiency, also demonstrating how a single
size machine can be optimized for different situations by varying machine speed in a target
power application.
Process Fluid

Methane

State 1 Pressure

1200 psi

Molecular Weight

16.04 kg/kmol

State 1 Temperature

100 °F

Specific Gas Constant

518.27 kJ/kg°K

State 1 Enthalpy (reference)

863.1 kJ/kg

Machine Radius E

4 in

State 1 Entropy(reference)

4.3 kJ/kg°K

Rotor Height H

4 in

State 3 Pressure

200 psi

Tip Radius R1

.125’’

State 3 Isentropic Enthalpy,

658.2 kJ/kg

Rotor Gap Width G

.005’’

Target Power

30 kW
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Table 38: Study 4 Isentropic Efficiency Esystem

Again, the same solver is used in study 4 as was used in study 3. PRE rotational speed is
the independent variable and shaft power ẇshaft and state 2 cavity pressure P2 dependent
variables. Study 4 is simply a 1-dimensional analysis (rotation speed), while study 3 is a 2dimensional analysis (machine radius E and rotor height H). For the application presented in
study 4, a PRE with a rotational speed of 2400 RPM is optimal.
This 1-dimensional analysis shows the optimization being accomplished by analyzing the
entire system. Note as speed increases so does State 1-2 enthalpy loss (a negative effect on
isentropic efficiency), but leakage is reduced (a positive effect on isentropic efficiency). The
dominance of these variables phase as speed varies generating an optimized isentropic
efficiency.
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3.5

STUDY 5 – TOTAL OPTIMIZATION
The final optimization occurs when both machine size and rotational speed are

considered. Table 39 shows energy recovery and target power applications compared side by
side. Equation(88 shows that PRE frequency 𝜔 is both in the denominator and numerator, and as
PRE frequency increases, the leakage term becomes less dominant which increases overall
efficiency. The solver confirms this as each case maximizes PRE rotational speed, then
optimizes rotor size to maximize PRE isentropic efficiency.
This solver provides guidance when sizing a PRE for an application as it is immediately
shown that PRE rotational frequency should be maximized. This is convenient as mating
components often have speed limiting criteria that should be adhered to. After a maximum
operating speed has been identified, the optimization processes found in studies 1 and 3 will
configure the rotors size to yield the highest isentropic efficiency for that application.
Table 39 shows the optimized results when the solver was allowed a 1 to 10 inch rotor
height H and a 1 to 10 inch machine radius E (uses the same parameters as studies 1 through 4).
Two rotational speed ranges were allowed and presented below: 400 to 1800 RPM, and 400 to
3600 RPM (1800 and 3600 RPM being very common generator speeds). Note that rotational
speed dominates isentropic efficiency and is maximized by the solver.
Table 39: Study 5 Isentropic Efficiency – Total Optimization
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION
The planetary rotor expander has an optimized solution that is dependent on the
application and system limitations. Case studies 1 through 5 look at the difference between an
energy recovery and target power application. The requirements of achieving a specific power
output and matching a system’s mass flowrate call for different optimized machine sizes
(yielding different isentropic efficiencies).
Studies 1 through 5 also show that each PRE’s frequency has an optimized machine size
(studies 1 and 3), and each machine size has an optimized rotational frequency (studies 2 and 4).
Study 5 shows that when both machine size and rotational frequency are combined, the PRE with
the highest isentropic efficiency for the application will have the highest allowed rotational
frequency. This shows that to optimize a machine size for a specific application, the maximum
rotational frequency needs to be assessed considering all auxiliary components (bearings, gear
boxes, pulleys etc.). Once selected, the isentropic efficiency solver will drive the frequency to the
maximum allowable, and then optimize the rotor size for highest efficiency.
An important note is that study 5 shows the difference of an optimized PRE operating at
3600 RPM versus 1800 RPM. Both speeds are common in power generation and rotating
equipment. 3600 RPM poses possible challenges due to tip speeds and bearing limitations. Note,
in Table 39, less than a 4% reduction in isentropic efficiency (~8 kW) occurs operating at 1800
RPM versus 3600 RPM and is a result of rotor size being allowed to adjust to the rotational
frequency. This decrease in efficiency from 3600 to 1800 RPM makes it plausible that net
isentropic efficiencies are negligibly altered due to the removal of power consuming auxiliary
systems possibly required by a 3600 RPM expander (gear boxes, pulleys, oil pumps, etc.). These
auxiliary requirements should be considered as higher rotational frequencies may require
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additional equipment inducing more parasitic loss. This may produce net positive efficient PRE
operating at slower speeds (depending on parasitic losses rotating at higher speeds).
This efficiency model contains some induced error requiring comment. Section 2.3
showed that equation(83 which is used to calculate cavity volume contains a average error is
approximately 0.05%. This error is possibly caused by CAD tetrahedral approximation. Note that
cavity volume is derived from a characteristic comparison to the sin-squared law. Cavity volume
is proportionally related to isentropic efficiency, and thus so is this error. Error is also induced by
using state 2 temperature and pressure as stagnation temperature pressure when calculating throat
properties using equations(18 and(19 (see appendix A).
Future work for this model includes deriving a direct mathematical model of the cavity
volume instead of deriving the model from the sin-squared law. This would reduce the induced
error caused by the characteristic model currently used. Empirical validation also needs to be
performed to prove out equation(88 and(89. When the one-to-one “hydraulic” configuration has
been proven, a metering valve should be implemented to access the expansive energy within
gaseous applications. This approximately doubles the isentropic efficiency if the pressure ratio is
tuned correctly. The PRE efficiency model will need to be altered to include a variable cavity
pressure as a cycle progresses to properly analyze a metered expander.
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APPENDICES

102
A STAGNATION PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE VERIFICATION

The following charts show the Mach speed inside the cavity for the different studies, and
the ratio of the calculated state 2 pressure and the solved stagnation pressure. Generally, fluid
speeds remain at or below Mach .3. This makes using incompressible analysis viable within the
cavity, and up and downstream. Knowing the cavity fluid speeds, we can back calculate
equations(18 and(19 to solve the stagnation pressure and temperatures. This verifies the
assumption that state 2 pressure and temperature can be used as stagnation pressure and
temperature inducing minimal error (~0 to 3% within the optimized region). The optimized
region (or area of interest) can be found circled in red. Note that fluid speeds were calculated
using mass flowrates evaluated at an area half of the maximum cavity cross sectional area. Due
to the contours of the cavity, this is considered an average fluid speed, where fluid speed does
vary greatly with position.
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Study 1 Cavity Fluid Speed Verification
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Study 3 Cavity Fluid Speed Verification
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B

LEAK POINT SUBCRITICAL FLOW
This appendix using case studies 3.1 and 3.3 to validate the theoretical accuracy of using

choked flow the throat parameters for all rotor configurations. A subcritical flow analysis is
inserted into the grid analysis where the throat parameters are not choked according to
equation(17. It shows that a ~2% maximum error occurs using this assumption. However, this
error is not in proximity to, and lower than, the identified optimized rotor configuration. This
makes this error insignificant unless the choked/subcritical boundary is near the optimized
solution.
The following shows the equations used for determining the incompressible parameters
(which are used to calculate sub-critical compressible flow). Note that downstream diameter d is
analogous to the throat and is determined by the throat hydraulic diameter equal to two times gap
G. Also note that upstream diameter D is analogous to half of rotor diameter D from Figure 8 as
“half” symbolizing a quasi-average dimension of the approach from the cavity to throat. Since
rotor gap G is magnitudes smaller than the approach, this upstream diameter D factor (“half”)
could be as little as .01 with inconsequential affect.
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The following shows the calculations of study 3.3 implementing sub-critical flow for
non-chocked rotor configurations. First, the incompressible flow parameters are calculated:
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Now using the incompressible flow parameters, the incompressible, subcritical flow mass
flowrate through the throat can be calculated:

Note here that P0 analogous to upstream pressure state 2 pressure P2, and P analogous to
downstream state 3 pressure P3. Gama γ here is analogous to state 2 specific heat ratio γ2. Mdot
equals the mass flowrate through the throat and A equals the total throat area (gap and core
leakage areas).
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Now calculates the subcritical flow parameters:

The above mass flowrate will be used as the total leakage mass flowrate when the rotor
configuration yields a non-choked scenario. This will be reflected in the isentropic efficiency
chart shown below. First, whether the rotor configurations are choked or not needs to be
determined using equation(17.
Below show which rotor configurations are choked (1 = choked rotor configuration).
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Below shows isentropic efficiency assuming choked flow for ALL configurations:

Below shows isentropic efficiency implementing choked and subcritical flow:
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Recall that the values in red indicate the highest 10% isentropic efficiency, and that the
optimized rotor configuration stays the same. Below shows the deviation between the two
analysis’s (Esystsem CHOKED – Esystem CHOKED/SUBCRITICAL):

The maximum difference between the two computations are found at the choked/subcritical boundary. This is where the pressure drop from state 1 to state 2 is smallest within the
subcritical regime. However, as rotor size increases, state 1 to state 2 pressure drop increases
dominating any increase in error induced by a choked flow assumption. As previously stated, the
optimized solution has not changed validating the choked flow analysis for optimized rotor
configurations.
An analysis of the more complicated energy recovery study 3.1 reveals similar results
(note the two studies have the same pressure conditions):
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The difference between the two computations yield a maximum ~2% at the boundary,
and the optimized rotor configuration is unchanged. Below shows the difference between the
choked only and choked/subcritical analysis.
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C

ROTOR RADIAL AREA

The following demonstrates how to calculate the radial area of a PRE rotor that is
affected by a pressurized cavity. It is then possible to calculate the radial force on the rotor
caused by the cavity pressure. This force is needed to calculate rotor bearing life and rotor
deflection. This section creates a mathematical model so that radial area can be calculated for
any rotor size.
Using CAD software, the radial area (at 180 degree position with the maximum cavity
volume) can be drawn and calculated. Figures below show how using set points on the rotor, and
then following the contours of the adjacent rotors, the radial area appears.
Points U, V, W, X, Y, and Z are key points used to find the geometric relationships with simpler
geometry in order to formulate a mathematical model. The table shows the relationships of the
key points and the known design variables.
The figure below shows the shape of the radial area affected by the cavity
pressure. Line segments 𝑉𝑋̅̅̅̅, 𝑊𝑈̅̅̅̅̅,, and 𝑌𝑊 follow a non-consistent curvature due to the radial
area being a projection onto a contour. For this reason, a mathematical description of these
segments is complex.
Connecting the key points together with straight lines instead of following rotor contours
produces a hexagon. Because of its symmetry, its area is the same as the hexagon. The positive
area highlighted in blue is the same value as the negative area in which their mirroring position
cancel each other out.
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Calculating the area of this hexagon yields a mathematical model of the area. The area for
this hexagon (derived from the area equation of 2 trapezoids) is:
𝐴𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙=.5(J1+J2)
The figure below inserts these variables onto the hexagon created by figure 8. It is
important to note that due to the inherent design of the PRE rotor, perfect symmetry can be
assumed by mirroring both the horizontal and vertical axis.
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Mathematical Model:
Q is the axial distance from the head of the rotor to the mid plane.
𝑄=

𝐻
2

J1 is equal to the hypotenuse length of the right angle triangle formed by the R1 vectors
̅̅̅̅ = ̅̅̅̅
𝐽1 = 𝑈̅̅̅̅̅𝑉
𝑍𝑌 = √𝑅1 2 + 𝑅1 2
𝐽1 = 𝑅1 ξ2
The last variable J2 is the distance between 2 same sided R1 junctions measured on a
cross-sectional plane. J2 can be geometrically derived to be:
𝐽2 = 2[𝑅1 𝑠𝑖𝑛(45°) + 𝑆]
Finally, the total radial area can be calculated:
𝐴𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 =

𝐻𝑟𝑡𝑟
{𝑅1 ξ2 + 2[𝑅1 𝑠𝑖𝑛(45°) + 𝑆]}
2

All these variables can be described in terms of rotor height (𝐻𝑟𝑡𝑟 ), machine radius (E),
and the percentage of the machine radius that is the value of R1 (R%=R1/E). (NOTE: R1 is a value
that could replace R% in terms of derivability. However, other design parameters like port and
core size are optimized using R% which is the more useful value). Making the substitutions for
R1 yield:
𝐴𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 =

𝐻𝑟𝑡𝑟
{𝐸𝑅% ξ2 + 2[𝐸𝑅% 𝑠𝑖𝑛(45°) + 𝑆]}
2
𝐿
𝑆 = ξ2 ( − 𝑅1 )
2
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L
S = ξ2 ( − ER % )
2
L=

L=

1
ξ2
1

ξ2

[E + R1 (ξ2 − 1)]

[E + ER % (ξ2 − 1)]

1
[E + ER % (ξ2 − 1)]
ξ2
S = ξ2 (
− ER % )
2

Showing:

Aradial

1
[E + ER % (ξ2 − 1)]
Hrtr
=
(ER % ξ2 + 2 [ER % sin(45°) + ξ2 (ξ2
− ER % )])
2
2

Simplified:
[1 + R % (ξ2 − 1)]
R % ξ2
Aradial = Hrtr E (
+ [R % sin(45°) + (
− ξ2R % )])
2
2
NOTE: it can be seen that the radial area is a linear relationship to rotor height as well as the
machine radius.

Verification:
This section takes the radial area equation and substitutes the variables for real numbers.
This will produce an area that is then compared to values given by SolidWorks CAD
calculations.
Hrtr = 4′′
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E = 4′′
R % = 17.76% (optimized port size value)

𝐴𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 = (4in. )(4in. ) (

(.1776)ξ2
2

[1 + (.1776)(ξ2 − 1)]
+ [(.1776)𝑠𝑖𝑛(45°) + (
− ξ2(.1776))])
2

𝐴𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 16𝑖𝑛.2 (. 1256 + [. 1256 + (. 5368 − .2512)])

Aradial =8.58in.2

The area found in the radial equation shows to be within .01 in.2 of the area calculated by
CAD Software in the figures above.
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As previously mentioned, the rotor height and machine radius both linearly impact the
area. Since the impact to the radial area (and thus radial bearing load) by the machine radius and
height is equal, other design parameters should be used to choose rotor size. Some of these
parameters could be cavity volume, application, or axial area where machine size increase axial
area and rotor height does not.
The right hand side of the radial area equation pertains to the radius R1. This cluster of
terms can be renamed as the R1 coefficient. Since one of the most important parameters when
designing the R1 is ports size (to allow for maximum flow), the R% is optimized to allow for the
largest ports. This creates a static R% value that is the same for all size of rotors (See Manifold
Design, June 2013). This is why the R% is used in rotor equations instead of R1.

𝐴𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝐻𝑟𝑡𝑟 𝐸 {

[1 + 𝑅% (ξ2 − 1)]
𝑅% ξ2
+ [𝑅% 𝑠𝑖𝑛(45°) + (
− ξ2𝑅% )]}
2
2

R1 Coefficient

The R% that produces the largest ports has been calculated to be 17.76%. If it is decided
to maximize port size and use this optimized R%, then the R1 coefficient can be reduced to:
𝐴𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝐻𝑟𝑡𝑟 𝐸(. 5368)
R1 Coefficient (optimized port design)
Using a static R% creates a very simple equation in calculating radial area.
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If a different R% is to be used, the graph shows that ranging from an R% = 1-50%, the
coefficient will only range from .5 to .6. The changes caused by using a different R% are small in
nature when compared to
optimizing the R% to other
important parameters.

To illustrate the loading area during operation, see the figures below of a stress analysis
performed on a 4 inch by inch rotor with a .7 inch R1 radius. The load applied is 1440 PSI and
the rotor material of 4340 normalized steel. Max stress calculated = 43,000 psi:
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The follow illustration is a study of displacement of the rotors. This will affect leakage by
increasing the rotor gap area during high loads.
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D MOLLIER CHART
Below is a Mollier chart which shows the relationship between an isenthalpic process (JT
valve), isentropic process (no losses), and an expander operation. The values shown are of a
possible configuration and possible expander efficiency.
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E PACKAGE DESIGN – NGL SKID (ENERGY RECOVERY)
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F

PACKAGE DESIGN – POWER GENERATION SKID (TARGET POWER)
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G

GAP HELIX LENGTH DERIVATION
The base derivation of the length of a helix with a varying radius from the center axis is

shown as with respect to position angle theta:
2

Lhelix (θ) = √[R′helix (θ)] + [R helix (θ)]2 + H 2
Starting with the vertex form of a parabola as the change in helix radius varies parabolically:
Y(x) = a(x − h)2 + k
The variables are obtained by analyzing the rotor cross section geometry:

And the helix variation:
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D
− R helix.min
a= −2
θmax 2

h = θmax

k=

D
− R helix.min
2

Making:
D
− R helix.min
D
(θ − θmax )2 + ( − R helix.min ) + R helix.min
R helix (θ) = − 2
2
2
θmax
Where the end term R helix.min is the parabolic starting and ending position of R helix .
Reduced:
D
− R helix.min
D
(θ − θmax )2 +
R helix (θ) = − 2
2
2
θmax
Expanded:
D
− R helix.min
D
R helix (θ) = − 2
(θ2 − 2θmax θ + θmax 2 ) +
2
2
θmax
The derivative of R helix :

R helix

′

D
D
− R helix.min
− R helix.min
2
(θ) = −2θ
+ 2θmax 2
2
θmax
θmax 2

R helix ′ (θ) =

θ(2R helix.min − D)
θmax

2

+

D − 2R helix.min
θmax

Substituting back into the helix length equation and including H in terms of theta:
h=H

θ
π
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Lhelix (θ)
2
D
−
R
θ(2R helix.min − D) D − 2R helix.min
D
θ 2
helix.min
2
2 + ] + (H )
(θ
)
= √[
+
]
+
[−
−
θ
max
θmax
2
π
θmax 2
θmax 2
2

Lhelix (θ)
2
D
−
R
(2R helix.min − D)
θ
D
θ 2
helix.min
2
2
√
(θ − θmax ) + ] + (H )
= (
) [
+ 1] + [−
θmax
θmax
2
π
θmax 2
2

2

Substituting for primary variables:
2

R helix.min

J1 2
J2 2
R1 ξ2
E − R1 2
= √( ) + ( ) = √(
) +(
)
2
2
2
2
D = E + R1 (1 − ξ2)

Lhelix (θ)
2
2

2

2

R ξ2
E − R1
(2√( 1 ) + (
) − (E + R 1 (1 − ξ2)))
2
2
=

θ
(
+ 1) + −
θmax

θmax
√(

2

2

E + R1 (1 − ξ2)
R ξ2
E − R1 2
− √( 1 ) + (
)
2
2
2
θmax

(θ − θmax )2 +

2

[

)

D
2

θ 2
+ (H )
π

]

In terms of time:
θ(t) = 2πʄt
Lhelix (t)
2

2

2

R ξ2
E − R1 2
(2√( 1 ) + (
) − (E + R 1 (1 − ξ2)))
2
2
=

2πʄt
(
+ 1) + −
θmax

θmax
√(

)

2

2

[

E + R1 (1 − ξ2)
R ξ2
E − R1 2
− √( 1 ) + (
)
2
2
2
θmax

2

(2πʄt − θmax )2 +

D
2πʄt 2
+ (H
)
2
π
]
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Lhelix (t)
2

2
2

2

R ξ2
E − R1
(2√( 1 ) + (
) − (E + R 1 (1 − ξ2)))
2
2
=

2πʄt
(
+ 1) + −
θmax

θmax
√(

2

2

E + R1 (1 − ξ2)
R ξ2
E − R1 2
− √( 1 ) + (
)
2
2
2
(2πʄt − θmax )2 +

θmax 2

[

)

]

2
2

2

R ξ2
E−R
(2√( 12 ) + ( 2 1 ) − (E + R1 (1 − ξ2)))
𝑐1 =

θmax
(

)
2

2
E + R1 (1 − ξ2)
√(R1 ξ2) + (E − R1 )
−
2
2
2

𝑐2 =

θmax 2
𝑐3 =

2πʄ
θmax

𝑐4 = 2πʄ
𝑐5 =

D
2

𝑐6 = 2Hʄ
Lhelix (t) = √𝑐1 (𝑐3 𝐭 + 1)2 + [−𝑐2 (𝑐4 𝐭 − θmax )2 + 𝑐5 ]2 + 𝑐6 2 𝐭 2
2

Lhelix (t) = √𝑐1 𝑐3 2 𝒕2 + 2𝑐1 𝑐3 𝐭 + 1 + (−𝑐2 𝑐4 2 𝒕2 + 2𝑐2 𝑐4 θmax 𝒕 − 𝑐2 θmax 2 + 𝑐5 ) + 𝑐6 2 𝐭 2
Lhelix (t) can be used to derive the gap area equation where the integrand is integrated in
terms of time t.

D
+ (2Hʄt)2
2
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Since the above equation for the helix length has certain complexities integrating into the
rotor gap area equation and since it is shown that the radial variance of the helix is parabolic, an
average helix diameter can be used. This is not a direct integration as the above helix length
derivation, but is more accurate then assuming rotor diameter D as the helix diameter. This
diameter requires the calculation of a minimum, maximum, and average radius from the rotor
center to the dynamic location of the gap. The minimum radius R helix.min is measured from the
rotor center to the R1 /R 2 junction and is calculated by:
2

R helix.min

𝐽1 2
𝐽2 2
R1 ξ2
𝐸 − R1 2
= √( ) + ( ) = √(
) +(
) .
2
2
2
2

The maximum helical radius R helix.max is simply the half the rotor diameter D:

R helix.max =

𝐷 𝐸 + R1 (1 − ξ2)
=
.
2
2

The average helical radius R helix.avg is the sum of two components. The first component is the
minimum helix radius R helix.min. The second component is the average distance the rotor gap
radially travels as presented previously as gap behavior two. This gap’s radial travel is parabolic
in nature as confirmed by CAD, making the average distance traveled two thirds of the
maximum radially traveled distance. In other words, the average helical radius R helix.avg is
calculated by:
R helix.avg = R helix.min +
2

R helix.avg

= √(

2
(R
− R helix.min )
3 helix.max
2

R1 ξ2
𝐸 − R1 2 2 𝐸 + R1 (1 − ξ2)
R1 ξ2
𝐸 − R1 2
) + (
− √(
) )
) +(
) +(
2
2
3
2
2
2
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2

R helix.avg

2

√R1 + (𝐸 − R1 ) + 𝐸 + R1 (1 − ξ2)
2
4
=
3

The basic equation for the length of a helix Lhelix is used to evaluate the rotor gap area. This
helix equation will use two times the average helix radius R helix.avg as the average helix diameter
𝐷helix.avg (note that the notation 𝐷helix.avg will be used in the derivation to make the derivations
manageable):
2

𝐷helix.avg

2

√R1 + (𝐸 − R1 ) + 𝐸 + R1 (1 − ξ2)
2
4
=
1.5
2

Lhelix = √[πThelix (𝐷helix.avg )] + H 2 .

Where:
Lhelix = total gap coil length
Thelix = number of twists contained within rotor height H (.5 for the PRE)

